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ABSTRACT 

Background and purpose: Secondary bone loss in the upper extremity is a 

common complication after stroke, which would increase the incidence of fractures, 

especially in the wrist region. However, the extent to which different stroke 

impairments are associated with bone health status in the paretic upper extremity is 

not well understood. The objectives of this study were to (1) assess the side-to-side 

difference in areal bone mineral density (aBMD) of the forearm using dual-energy 

X-ray absorptiometry (DXA), and densitometric and geometric parameters of the 

radius diaphysis and epiphysis using peripheral quantitative computed tomography 

(pQCT) among patients after chronic stroke, (2) compare the side-to-side difference 

in DXA- and pQCT-derived parameters between individuals with chronic stroke and 

age-matched healthy control subjects, and (3) identify the determinants of DXA-

derived aBMD of the paretic forearm and pQCT-derived bone strength indices of the 

paretic radius. 

 

Methods: A total of 65 chronic stroke patients, and 34 healthy individuals 

participated in the study. DXA was used to evaluate the aBMD of the 1/3 region, 

mid-region, and ultradistal region of the forearm , and  pQCT was used to evaluate 

volumetric BMD (vBMD), bone geometry, and bone strength indices at the radius 

distal epiphysis and diaphysis on both sides. Each subject was also evaluated for 

grip strength, spasticity, motor function, and disuse of the paretic upper extremity. 

Indicators of cardiovascular health including the oxygen consumption rate (VO2) 
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during the Six Minute Walk Test, stroke volume index (SI), cardiac output index 

(CI), large and small artery elasticity index (C1 and C2) were also measured. 

 

Results: The results showed that in the stroke group, the DXA-derived aBMD 

values in different regions of the forearm on the paretic side were significantly lower 

than those on the non-paretic side, and that the side-to-side differences in aBMD 

values in these patients were greater than those of their healthy counterparts. The 

pQCT results also revealed significantly lower vBMD and bone strength index 

values in the paretic radius epiphysis and diaphysis when compared with the non-

paretic side among the patients after stroke, whereas the control group had no 

significant side-to-side difference in the same parameters. Multiple regression 

analysis showed that after accounting for age, gender, post-stroke duration and body 

mass index, grip strength was the most important determinant of the aBMD of the 

various regions of the paretic forearm, and the bone strength indices of the radius 

epiphysis and diaphysis in the stroke group.   

  

Conclusions: This study suggests that among the various stroke-related 

neuromuscular and cardiovascular impairments, muscle weakness is the most 

important determinant of the DXA-derived aBMD values and pQCT-derived bone 

strength indices. Promoting muscle strength of the paretic upper extremity may be 

an important treatment strategy to enhance or maintain bone mass in the paretic 

upper extremity, and warrants further investigations. 
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1.1 Epidemiology of Stroke 

According to World Health Organization (WHO) criteria, a stroke is defined as “rapidly 

developing clinical signs of focal (or global) disturbance of cerebral function, with symptoms 

lasting 24 hours or longer or leading to death, with no apparent cause other than of vascular 

origin.” Approximately 87% of all strokes are ischemic and the other 13% are hemorrhagic in 

nature (American Heart Association, 2008).  

Stroke is one of the most common global health problems. In the United States, there are 

approximately 780,000 stroke cases each year, of which 120,000 cases are recurrent. In Hong 

Kong, 26,394 in-patient discharges and deaths were related to stroke in the year of 2008. The 

incidence of stroke can be influenced by many factors, including demographic factors such as 

age, sex, ethnicity, socioeconomic status, geographic location (American Heart Association, 

2008; Brass LM., 2006; Everson et al., 2001; Feigin et al. 2009; Towfighi et al., 2008; Wong et 

al., 2001). Stroke is particularly a health concern among the elderly population (Brass LM., 

2006). A recent systematic review has shown that the age-adjusted annual incidence of stroke 

among individuals 75 years of age is approximately 1,030-1,151 per 100,000 populations per 

year, compared to an annual incidence of only 66-94 per 100,000 populations per year among 

people younger than 75 years of age (Feigin et al., 2009).  Apart from the demographic factors, 

various medical conditions (e.g., hypertension, diabetes, obesity, preexisting heart disease, 

coronary artery disease and dyslipidemia) and lifestyle factors (e.g., smoking, heavy alcohol 

consumption and lower physical activity) are also associated with increasing the risk of stroke 

(Alberts et al., 2004; Kelly et al., 2007; Sacco et al., 2006).   
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Stroke is a major cause of mortality among older adults. In the United States, stroke is the 

third leading cause of death, accounting for one-sixteenth of total deaths (American Heart 

Association, 2008).  A report by the World Health Organization estimated a total of 2.7 million 

stroke-related deaths in Asia in the year of 2000, including 1.6 million in China alone (Murray et 

al., 1996). In Hong Kong, stroke is the fourth leading cause of death behind cancer, heart disease 

and pneumonia (Centre for Health Protection, Department of Health, Hong Kong, 2010), with 

age-specific mortality rates increasing dramatically from 416 per 100,000 population among 

individuals aged 45-64 years to 2,962 per 100,000 population among individuals aged 65 years 

or above (Centre for Health Protection, Department of Health, Hong Kong, 2010). 

Stroke is also a leading cause of long-term disability. Spasticity, muscle weakness, pain, 

balance problems, perceptual deficits, and cognitive dysfunctions are amongst the common 

impairments resulting from stroke, causing functional limitations, poor community reintegration 

and secondary complications such as bone loss, falls and fragility fractures (Beaupre et al., 2006; 

Gresham et al., 1975; Lamb et al., 2003; Poole et al., 2002; Pang et al., 2006; Pang et al., 2007; 

Pang et al., 2010; Ramnemark et al., 1998). Approximately 15-30% of individuals with stroke 

are permanently disabled and 20% require institutional care after three months post-stroke 

(American Heart Association, 2005). Stroke also imposes a tremendous financial burden on the 

health care system, in view of costs relating to early critical care, long-term medical treatment, 

ambulatory care, and lifetime cost (Demaerschalk et al., 2010).   

 

1.2 Falls in Stroke Patients 

1.2.1 Incidence and characteristics 
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Falls are the number one medical complication after stroke among stroke survivors 

(Davenport et al., 1996; Holloway et al., 2007). Fall risk was exaggerated not only in the acute 

period, but also remained a considerable health concern throughout the post-stroke lifespan 

(Carter et al., 2007; Truelsen et al., 2006). The incidence of falls after stroke ranged from 8.9- 

15.9/1000 patients/day in western countries (Foster et al., 1995; Nyberg et al., 1995), and around 

5.5/1000 and 3.4/1000 in China and Thailand respectively (Chaiwanichsiri et al., 2006; Sze et al., 

2001). Approximately 3.8-22.0% of the patients fell at least once during hospitalization after 

stroke (Davenport et al., 1996; Holloway et al., 2007; Tutuarima et al., 1997). During the 

inpatient rehabilitation phase, the rate of falling was 10.5-47%, with 5-27% of these cases being 

recurrent falls (Weerdesteyn et al., 2008). Among community-dwelling stroke survivors, the 

reported incidence of falls was approximately 23-34%, 40-73% and 43-70% when measured at 3 

to 4-month, 6-month, and 1-year follow up intervals respectively, with 21-57% of patients falling 

twice or more (Weerdesteyn et al., 2008).  

 A distinct difference in fall circumstances was observed between stroke inpatients and 

community-dwelling stroke survivors. During the inpatient rehabilitation stage, falls occurred 

predominantly during daytime hours in the patient’s room and lavatory (Suzuki et al., 2005). 

Transfers were the most common activity leading to a fall (Nyberg et al., 1995; Suzuki et al., 

2005). In contrast, among community-dwelling stroke survivors, walking was the most 

commonly mentioned activity (39%-90%) that precipitated a fall, in addition to transfers. 

However, falls occurred more often indoors than outdoors (Weerdesteyn et al., 2008). The 

majority of patients fell toward the affected side, or on their hands and knees (Hyndman et al., 

2002). Approximately 24% of falls led to bruises, grazes and lacerations, and 6% resulted in 

fractures. The frequency and types of injuries were not significantly different between first-time 
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fallers and repeat fallers (Hyndman et al., 2002). White (1988) investigated the circumstances of 

falls leading to fracture in a group of 53 stroke patients. The study found that 20% of these falls 

occurred in the bathroom and 18% during transfer activities.  

 

1.2.2 Risk Factors  

Various factors have been associated with an increased fall risk among stroke patients.  

The most consistently reported risk factor is decreased ability to perform activities of daily living 

(ADL). However, the deficit that most contributes to the risk of falls cannot be distinguished 

using common ADL assessment tools such as the Barthel Index (BI) (Forster et al., 1995, Sze et 

al., 2001) and Functional Independence Measure (FIM) (Suzuki T et al., 2005; Teasell et al., 

2002). 

Swaying when standing and standing up or sitting down has been associated with an 

increased risk of falls post-stroke (Cheng et al., 1998; Sackley, 1991). Marigold et al. (2006) 

suggested that falls could be related to slow postural muscle reflexes often demonstrated by post-

stroke patients. Previous studies also found that in reaction to perturbations, the postural reflex 

response was significantly slower among stroke fallers compared to stroke non-fallers (Marigold 

et al., 2006).  

 Among the various physical impairments, poor balance and gait deficits were identified 

as important risk factors (e.g., Berg Balance Scale [BBS] or Tinetti test) (Forster et al., 1995; 

Mackintosh et al., 2006; Teasell et al., 2002). Hemineglect may also contribute to increased fall 

risk in individuals with stroke (Mackintosh et al., 2006). Patients with right cerebral infracts are 

more likely to fall than those with left cerebral infracts, probably due to visuospatial neglect, 
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proprioceptive impairments, and attention deficits associated with right cerebral infracts (Ugur et 

al., 2000). Cognitive deficits (Tutuarima et al., 1997) and depression (Jørgensen et al., 2002; 

Ugur et al., 2000) have also been identified as risk factors for falls. Patients after stroke tend to 

fall more frequently when they are required to perform dual task such as walking and talking at 

the same time, probably due to reduced cognitive control (Andersson et al. 2006; Hyndman et al., 

2004). On the other hand, depression, which occurs in 30-54% of stroke victims, may cause poor 

judgment, which lead to falls (Chau et al., 2010; Kotila et al., 1998; Kouwenhoven et al., 2011; 

Lenzi et al., 2008; Nidhinandana et al., 2010). Falls in stroke patients have also been associated 

with the use of antidepressant medications (Ensrud et al., 2003).  

 

1.3 Fractures after stroke 

1.3.1 Incidence and Characteristics 

Fracture is a serious complication after stroke that has high personal, social, and 

economic costs for patients, their families, and the wider community (Cooper, 1997). It is well 

documented that individuals with stroke sustain a much higher risk of bone fracture than the 

reference population (Dennis et al., 2002; Kanis et al., 2001). Kanis et al. (2001) found that 

within the first year after hospitalization for stroke, the fracture risk was increased >7-fold when 

compared with the reference population. In the first year, 4% of individuals suffered a fragility 

fracture, a figure that increased to 15% at 5 years post-stroke (Ramnemark et al., 1998). A study 

by Whitson et al. (2006) estimated 2-year fracture rates after stroke to be approximately 4.7-

6.1%. Dennis et al. (2002) reported similar results. Approximately 4% of stroke patients had a 

fracture within 2 years of stroke onset, with an incidence rate of 22 per 1,000 patient-years.  
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Among all the fracture types in stroke survivors, hip fractures are the most common (30-

45%), followed by wrist fractures (14-24%) (Dennis et al., 2002; Ramnemark et al., 1998). There 

is a significant relationship between the side of hemiparesis and the side of fracture (White, 

1988), with the majority of fractures (69-75%) occurring on the paretic side (Dennis et al., 2002; 

White, 1988). Ramnemark et al. (1998) also found that the median time between the stroke onset 

and the first fracture was approximately 2 years.  

Fractures among stroke patients can lead to serious complications, including reduced 

survival. Among hip-fractured patients with a history of stroke, the mortality rate (29.3%) was 

higher than those with no history (16.8%) (Ramnemark et al., 2000). Another undesirable 

consequence of post-stroke fracture is decreased recovery of mobility function. Of hip-fractured 

patients who had independent ambulatory function pre-admission, only 38% of the patients with 

a stroke history could regain independence in ambulatory function at discharge, compared with 

69% of patients with no stroke history (Ramnemark et al., 2000). Prolonged hospital stay is also 

a concern among stroke patients with hip fracture (Di Monaco et al., 2003). Di Monaco et al. 

(2003) showed that hospital stay was significantly longer among those hip-fractured patients 

with a history of neurological disorder (including stroke) than their peers with no such history. 

 

1.3.2 Risk Factors 

Previous studies have identified a number of risk factors of post-stroke fragility fractures. 

Age is also an important determinant of fragility fractures. Older stroke patients over 80 years of 

age have a higher rate of fragility fractures than their younger counterparts (Dennis et al., 2002; 

Kanis et al., 2001). Female gender has been associated with increased risk of fragility fractures 
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after stroke, probably due to the superimposed effects of postmenopausal bone loss (Dennis et al., 

2002; Kanis et al., 2001). Aside from demographic factors, various stroke-related physical 

impairments were also identified as important risk factors of fragility fractures in patients after 

stroke. Triceps weakness, leading to reduced ability of the affected arm to outstretch and cushion 

the impact of the fall, was also identified as an independent risk factor of hip fracture (Chiu et al., 

1992). Other notable risk factors included functional limitation of the paretic lower limb (Kanis 

et al., 2001; Ramnemark et al., 2000), cognitive deficits (Dennis et al., 2002; Whitson et al., 

2006), poor trunk control, and visual impairment (Grisso et al., 1991a&b).  

The hospitalization time since the first stroke is another determinant of fragility fractures. 

Increased risk of a fragility fracture following a stroke is associated with a longer duration of 

stay in the hospital among men, but with a shorter stay among women (Kanis et al., 2001). 

However, the reason behind this observation is unclear. Interestingly, Melton III et al. (2001) 

found that fracture risk in patients after stroke increased among patients after stroke with 

moderate functional impairment, but not those with severe functional impairment. Similarly, 

Whitson et al. (2006) found that those with intermediate functional disability suffered a higher 

fracture risk than those with mild or severe functional disability, concluding that those patients 

with intermediate physical impairment might have more exposure to fall-inducing situations due 

to their relatively better mobility level. In contrast, the individuals with more severe impairment 

might have less exposure to situations that may put them at risk of fall (Melton III et al., 2001).  

Post-stroke bone loss is another risk factor that is often overlooked. Browner et al. (1993) 

found that for every two standard deviations decrease in femoral neck bone mineral density 

(BMD), the risk of a hip fracture in people who had previously sustained a stroke was increased 

by 7-fold.  
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 1.4 Bone Changes after Stroke 

1.4.1 Changes in Upper Extremity Bone Mineral Density as Measured by Dual-energy X-

ray Absorptiometry (DXA) 

Bone loss is an important contributing factor of fragility fractures in the upper extremities 

(Poole et al., 2002). Dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) has been used as the gold 

standard to measure BMD in various studies. DXA provides the values of bone mineral content 

(BMC) in grams, the area of the scanned region in cm2, and areal bone mineral density (aBMD) 

in g/cm2. Areal BMD (aBMD) as measured by DXA provides a good estimate of bone strength 

and is used to diagnose osteoporosis (Kanis & Gluer, 2000). The results can be interpreted using 

the WHO’s T-score definition of osteoporosis, which is a useful predictor of fracture risk (Blake 

& Fogelman, 2007). According to the WHO published report, osteoporosis was defined as a 

BMD T-score ≤-2.5 at the spine, hip, or forearm, indicating that the measured aBMD value was 

at or more than 2.5 standard deviations below the mean value of the young reference population 

(World Health Organization, 1994).    

Secondary bone loss in the paretic upper extremity is common following stroke (Ashe et 

al., 2006; Hamdy et al., 1993; Hamdy et al., 1995; Jørgensen & Jacobsen, 2001; Ramnemark et 

al., 1999; Yavuzer et al., 2002). In a cross-sectional study, Hamdy et al. (1993) used DXA to 

compare the BMC and aBMD between the paretic and non-paretic arms in a sample of 30 

patients after stroke and found that the mean percent side-to-side differences in bone mineral 

content and aBMD of the total arm are 13.80% and 7.95%, respectively. The figures were much 

more prominent than those found between the dominant and non-dominant side in non-disabled 

older individuals (≤1.5%), clearly indicating the detrimental effect of stroke on bone health in the 
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paretic upper extremity (Taaffe et al., 1994).  Few prospective studies have examined 

progressive bone loss after the onset of stroke. Ramnemark et al. (1999) used DXA to measure 

aBMD in 21 acute stroke patients and found that the aBMD in the ultradistal radius site on the 

paretic side decreased by 9% in the 1-year follow-up period. In contrast, significant increase (6%) 

of aBMD on the corresponding skeletal site on the non-paretic side was observed. Another DXA 

study monitored the proximal humerus aBMD change for 1 year after the onset of stroke 

(Jørgensen & Jacobsen, 2001) and found significant aBMD decrease (11-27%) in the proximal 

humerus on the paretic side, but no significant change on the non-paretic side.  

There is evidence that bone loss occurs faster in the acute and subacute phases (<6 

months) than during the chronic phase of stroke recovery (>6 months). In a 1-year prospective 

study, the patients with severe paresis in the upper limb sustained an impressive 23% decrease of 

aBMD in the proximal humerus during the first 7 months after stroke, with only an additional 

4% reduction of the same variable when measured at 1-year post-stroke (Jørgensen & Jacobsen, 

2001). Moreover, the degree of bone loss is more severe in the paretic upper extremity than the 

lower extremity (Hamdy et al., 1993; Jørgensen et al., 2000; Jørgensen & Jacobsen, 2001; Pang 

et al., 2007; Pang et al., 2008). For example, Hamdy et al. (1993) found a 12.4% side-to-side 

difference in total arm aBMD, but only a 4.3% side-to-side difference in total leg aBMD in a 

sample of patients after chronic stroke (Hamdy et al., 1993).  

 

1.4.2 Changes in Upper Extremity Bone mineral Density and Geometry as Measured by 

Peripheral Quantitative Computed Tomography (pQCT) 
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While DXA is the gold standard for diagnosis of osteoporosis, it provides a 2-

dimensional assessment of the 3-dimensional structure of bone (Järvinen et al., 1999; Melton III, 

2001). Although aBMD is correlated with bone strength and is often used to predict fractures, 

bone strength can also be affected by its geometry (Burr & Turner, 2003; Frost, 2003). For 

example, adding bone to the periosteal surface would increase bone bending or torsional strength 

even when the absolute bone mass and BMD remain constant, due to the increase in cross-

section moment of inertia (Burr & Turner, 2003). In skeletal sites where bones are mainly 

cortical (e.g. radius and tibial diaphysis), geometry may even be a predominant factor in 

determining bone strength (Kiratli et al., 2000). Indeed, including geometry in evaluation of bone 

status has been shown to improve the prediction of fracture risk (Genant et al., 1996; Peacock et 

al., 1995). DXA, due to its planar nature, is incapable of evaluating bone geometry. In contrast, 

peripheral quantitative computed tomography (pQCT), a bone imaging technique now widely 

used in research, yields volumetric BMD (mg/cm3) measurements and can analyze cortical and 

trabecular bone separately. It could serve as a useful tool to evaluate bone geometry and 

mechanical properties such as bone strength indices in bending, compression, and torsion.  

Incorporating pQCT measurements could thus provide a more comprehensive bone assessment. 

Two recent studies have assessed long bone macrostructure in individuals with chronic 

stroke (onset >1 year) by using pQCT (Ashe et al. 2006, Pang et al 2007). In a cross-sectional 

study, Pang et al. (2007) examined bone density and the geometric properties of the radius 

diaphysis (primarily cortical bone) in 47 older adults with chronic stroke. The results showed 

that the cortical bone mineral content (BMC), cortical vBMD, cortical thickness, and polar 

stress-strain index (p-SSI, a torsional bone strength index) on the paretic side were significantly 

lower than the non-paretic side. In another cross-sectional study, Ashe et al. (2006) reported that 
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the vBMD and BMC measured at the distal radius epiphysis (primarily trabecular bone and a 

common site of wrist fracture) on the paretic side were lower than their corresponding values on 

the non-paretic side by 15% and 11%, respectively.  

Only one study has used pQCT to examine the longitudinal changes in vBMD and bone 

strength index in stroke patients (Lazoura et al., 2008).  In this study, vBMD and p-SSI in the 

radius epiphysis and diaphysis were evaluated at 3-month, 6-month and 12-month intervals post-

stroke. During the follow-up period, trabecular vBMD and p-SSI reduced by 14.0% and 28.6% 

respectively in the radius distal epiphysis among male stroke survivors. The corresponding 

changes in these bone parameters were 9.29% and 19.17% respectively in the female group. In 

the radius diaphysis, the changes in bone density and strength were less dramatic. Specifically, 

the cortical vBMD and p-SSI decreased by 4.0% and 7.4% respectively among men, and by 

2.6% and 7.0% among women (Lazoura et al. 2008). It is intriguing that the extent of decline in 

bone vBMD and bone strength index was less among female stroke survivors. One potential 

explanation was that the male group might be more physically disabled than the female group, 

which may contribute to more pronounced bone loss. However, this is speculation, because the 

gender difference in physical impairments was not well documented in the study. Moreover, 

changes in bone geometry were not reported. For example, it was not known whether the bone 

loss occurred on the periosteal surface or/and endosteal surface of the bone. 

 

1.4.3 Comparison with Lower Extremity Bone Sites 

There are a few differences between the upper extremity and lower extremity sites in 

terms of bone loss post-stroke. First, the extent of bone loss in lower extremity skeletal sites tend 
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to be less pronounced than that in the upper extremity sites (Hamdy et al., 1993; Iversen et al., 

1989; Jorgensen et al., 2000; Jorgensen & Jacobsen, 2001; Ramnemark et al., 1999; Yavuzer et 

al., 2002). In a cross-sectional study, Hamdy et al. (1993) demonstrated that the percent side-to-

side difference in total arm aBMD, was 3.5% and 12.4% for patients with recent strokes (onset 

<1 year) and remote strokes (onset > 1 year), respectively.  The corresponding percent difference 

in total leg aBMD between the paretic and non-paretic sides was only at 2.6% and 4.3%, 

respectively.   This less pronounced side-to-side difference in aBMD between the paretic and 

non-paretic lower limbs could be due to a combination of factors. First, the non-paretic lower 

extremity also suffers from a certain degree of bone loss, probably due to reduced participation 

in weight-bearing activities in general (Jorgensen et al., 2000). Second, while learned non-use 

can be common in the paretic upper extremity, the paretic lower limb is subject to a certain 

degree of mechanical loading during activities such as standing, transfers and walking.   

The paretic lower extremity long bone sites also undergo changes in bone geometry. A 

recent study by Pang et al. (2010) examined the distal tibial epiphysis in patients after chronic 

stroke and found that the total vBMD, trabecular vBMD and bone strength index values on the 

paretic side were all significantly lower than the non-paretic side, but the total area had no 

significant between-group difference. In another cross-sectional study using a sample of 55 

patients after chronic stroke, Pang et al. (2008) showed that at the tibial diaphysis, the cortical 

bone mineral content was lower on the paretic side than the non-paretic side in both men and 

women. However, for men, the marrow cavity area on the paretic side was significantly greater 

than that on non-paretic side but the total area was similar between the two sides.  On the other 

hand, women demonstrated different bone geometric properties in that the total area on the 

paretic side was significantly smaller than the non-paretic side but the marrow cavity area was 
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similar between the two sides. These findings suggest the possibility of endosteal resorption in 

men and periosteal resorption in women post-stroke.  The exact causes of the observed sex-

specific differences in geometry at the tibial diaphysis remain uncertain. 

 

1.5 Factors Related to Upper Extremity Bone Changes after Stroke 

1.5.1 Neuromuscular Factors 

The mechanisms underlying alterations in bone structure following stroke are not well 

understood. Previous studies have attempted to identify the factors associated with bone changes 

in stroke patients. One of the factors related to upper extremity bone loss post-stroke is impaired 

motor recovery. Reduced functional ability of the affected upper limb is a common manifestation 

in stroke patients. Previous studies found that 32% and 37% of patients had severe and mild arm 

paresis, respectively, upon admission for stroke (Nakayama et al., 1994). In 13% of post-stroke 

patients, the affected arm remained entirely non-functional, despite the efforts of a 

comprehensive rehabilitation program (Nakayama et al., 1994). In the upper extremity, more 

severe muscle weakness/functional limitations have been shown to be significantly associated 

with lower bone mineral levels (Iwamoto et al., 2001; Pang & Eng, 2005a; Sato et al., 1998; 

Yavuzer et al., 2002). In a cross-sectional study using DXA, Pang et al. (2005a) reported that 

muscle strength was a significant predictor of the paretic arm BMC. Initial motor deficits are 

particularly important in determining subsequent bone loss. In a longitudinal study, Jørgensen 

and Jacobsen (2001)  showed that those with severe initial upper limb motor impairments (as 

measured by the Scandinavian Stroke Scale) had significantly more bone loss (27%) in the 
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proximal humerus after 1 year of stroke onset, compared with those who had mild (4%) or 

moderate (11%) motor impairments initially.  

Hand dominance and side of paresis may also influence the degree of bone loss in the 

upper extremity in individuals with stroke. Naftchi et al. (1975) found that bone loss was more 

severe among those stroke patients whose non-dominant side was affected by stroke, compared 

with those whose paretic side was the dominant side. This phenomenon could be related to the 

fact that individuals with non-dominant upper extremity affected by stroke tend to have more 

severe impairment such as muscle weakness, pain and stiffness than those with the dominant 

upper extremity affected (Harris et al., 2006). It was speculated that individuals with the 

dominant upper extremity affected by stroke may be more inclined to use their dominant hand 

during the rehabilitation process, because they wish to perform functional tasks in the same way 

as prior to the onset of stroke. In contrast, if the non-dominant upper extremity happened to be 

the paretic side, patients may be less motivated to use it in daily activities, because they were not 

used to using it for these activities before the stroke event (Harris et al., 2006). The less frequent 

use of the non-dominant paretic upper limb may initiate a vicious cycle of further muscle 

weakness, loss of range of motion, and other complications such as contractures and subluxation 

that may lead to further decline in bone mass (Harris et al., 2006). 

Aside from muscle weakness, another neuromotor impairment commonly observed after 

stroke is spasticity. Interestingly, the available DXA studies did not show a significant 

relationship between spasticity and bone loss. A cross-sectional study found no significant 

relationship between spasticity and hip aBMD in a group of chronic stroke patients (Pang & Eng, 

2005b). In a 1-year longitudinal study, Jørgensen & Jacobsen (2001) did not identify an 

association between 1-year decline in total arm BMC and spasticity level. The relationship 
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between bone loss and spasticity may be a complex one. On one hand, spasticity may adversely 

influence upper extremity function, which leads to disuse (Harris & Eng, 2007), and hence, bone 

loss. On the other hand, the tonic muscle activity related to spasticity may have a protective 

effect on bone. Another possible explanation of the non-significant finding is related to the 

measurement tool used to evaluate spasticity. Both Pang & Eng (2005b) and Jørgensen and 

Jacobsen (2001) used the Modified Ashworth Scale to assess spasticity (Bohannan & Smith, 

1987), which is only a gross measure of resistance to passive movement. Further study is 

required to study the relationship between spasticity and bone loss in patients after stroke. 

 Only two studies have examined the relationship between bone parameters and stroke-

related impairments using pQCT. In a study using a sample of 15 community-dwelling 

individuals with stroke, Ashe et al. (2006) demonstrated significant association of bone strength 

index (Stress-Strain index) in the radius diaphysis with composite muscle strength score (R2 = 

0.72), and Fugl-Meyer motor score (R2 = 0.38) on the paretic side. In another study, Pang et al. 

(2007) found that the percentage side-to-side difference in cortical BMC and cortical thickness in 

the radius diaphysis was independently associated with the percentage side-to-side difference in 

upper limb extremity muscle strength, spasticity and chronic disuse (measured by the Motor 

Activity Log) after accounting for demographics such as age, sex, Body Mass Index (BMI) and 

post-stroke duration (R2= 0.15- 0.23) (Pang et al., 2007). These studies seem to suggest the 

importance of recovery of neuromotor function in maintaining the integrity of bone tissue in the 

paretic upper extremity.  

 

1.5.2 Cardiovascular Factors 
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One overlooked factor underlying bone health is the integrity of the cardiovascular 

system. Contrary to popular belief, mounting evidence suggests that cardiovascular disease and 

osteoporosis are separate, but related, entities (Hak et al., 2000; Kado et al., 2000; Kiel et al., 

2001; Rodriguez-Garcia et al., 2005; Whitney et al., 2004). First, the two diseases may share 

common etiologies (e.g., physical inactivity) (Evenson et al., 1999; Håheim et al., 1993; Garrett 

et al., 2004; Nguyen et al., 2000; Uusi-Rasi et al., 2001; Lau et al., 2001). Second, the 

endothelium is an active organ involved in the pathogenesis of various cardiovascular conditions 

(Whitney et al., 2004). Indeed, endothelial dysfunction is associated with multiple cardiovascular 

risk factors (Celermajer et al., 1992). Bone is a highly vascularized structure, particularly the 

trabecular bone, which interacts with endothelial tissue in bone marrow. Hence, impaired blood 

flow could negatively impact on bone properties and vice versa (Rodriguez-Garcia et al., 2005; 

Whitney et al., 2004). The structural and function of the blood vessel wall are influenced by 

various factors including age, environment, and genetic makeup. Older adults are particularly 

susceptible to decreased vascular elasticity and elevated arterial stiffness (Laurent et al., 2002; 

Nichols et al., 1990; Safar et al., 1989).  

A good number of studies have provided evidence of an association between low BMD 

and cardiovascular disease (Farhat et al., 2007) or subclinical atherosclerosis (Farhat et al., 2006; 

Schulz et al., 2004; Vogt et al., 1997). For example, Collins et al. (2009) found that peripheral 

arterial disease is associated with high rates of hip bone loss in older men (Collins et al., 2009). 

Barengolts et al. (1998) found a negative correlation between total coronary calcium score and 

hip aBMD in women with osteoporosis. Increased risk of stroke mortality and cardiovascular 

death was also associated with reduced bone mass among postmenopausal women (Browner et 

al., 1991; Hak et al., 2000). Longitudinal studies also showed that progression of aortic 
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calcification was associated with the rate of decline in lumbar spine BMD and osteoporotic 

fractures in older adults (Kiel et al., 2001; Naves et al., 2008). Kado et al. (2000) studied 

osteoporotic fractures in women and found that with each standard deviation decrease in bone 

mass, there was a1.3 and 1.2-fold risk of dying from congestive heart disease (CHD) or 

atherosclerosis, respectively. Using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) technology, it was found 

that bone marrow perfusion was positively correlated with hip aBMD in patients with 

osteoporosis and osteopenia (Griffith et al., 2008).   

Considering the link between cardiovascular functioning and bone health in other 

populations, it is possible that cardiovascular mechanisms may also play a role in bone loss 

among post-stroke survivors given the impaired cardiovascular system of this population. First, 

most post-stroke patients have a history of cardiovascular disease (Roth et al., 1993) or 

suboptimally controlled cardiovascular risk factors (Kopunek et al., 2007). Roth et al. (1993) 

reported that approximately 75% of stroke patients have some form of cardiovascular disease 

(e.g., arrhythmia, hypertension, congestive heart failure, etc.). In a study of 364 post-stroke 

patients, Kopunek et al. (2007) found that 99% of the participants had at least one suboptimally 

controlled cardiovascular risk factor (e.g., hypertension, obesity, impaired fasting glucose, 

suboptimal low-density lipoprotein, etc.) and 91% had two or more concurrent risk factors 

inadequately treated. 

Second, carotid atherosclerosis and high arterial stiffness are both related to risk factors 

associated with the occurrence of stroke (Agabiti & Muiesan, 2007; Kannel et al., 1981). It is 

known that more severe central arterial stiffness has been associated with lower aerobic fitness 

levels (Cameron et al., 1999; Eugene et al., 1986; Feske et al., 1988). It is thus not surprising that 

poor cardiovascular fitness, (as indicated by peak oxygen consumption or VO2) is so prevalent 
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among stroke survivors (MacKay & Makrides, 2002, 2004; Pang et al. 2005b). Peak VO2 has 

been found to be as low as 50% of the age and gender-matched reference values in chronic 

stroke patients (Eng et al., 2004; Pang & Eng, 2005a, Talbot et al., 2000).  

Finally, arterial inflow and endothelium-dependent dilation of vasculature are often 

impaired in the paretic extremities among stroke survivors (Wang et al., 2002). Although the 

resting arterial inflow and venous outflow in the paretic upper limb did not significantly differ 

from those in the non-paretic upper limb, the hyperemic arterial inflow on the paretic side was 

significantly lower than on the non-paretic side. Moreover, acetycholine-induced cutaneous 

perfusion was also much lower in the paretic upper limb, when compared with its non-paretic 

counterpart, indicating impairment in microcirculatory function post-stroke (Wang et al., 2002). 

Such compromised microcirculatory function was even more pronounced when the paretic upper 

limb was edematous (Wang et al., 2002). 

To date, no study has examined the association between cardiovascular factors and upper 

extremity bone health in patients after stroke. Previous published studies in chronic stroke have 

shown that cardiovascular fitness (peak VO2) is strongly associated with hip aBMD (Pang & Eng, 

2005b) and tibial bone strength index (Pang et al., 2008).  Whether cardiovascular health is 

related to paretic upper limb bone health remains uncertain. 

 

1.6 Gap of Knowledge Identified and Potential Contributions of Study 

Few studies have examined the relationship between bone health, neuromuscular and 

cardiovascular factors in chronic stroke patients, and these are not without their limitations. First, 

although Pang & Eng (2005b) identified a positive relationship between peak VO2 and hip 
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aBMD among patients after chronic stroke, it is not known whether a similar relationship exists 

for the paretic upper extremity. Moreover, peak VO2, a product of the cardiac output (central 

component) and arterio-venous oxygen difference (peripheral component), is only an overall 

measure of cardiovascular function, and does not provide specific information on vascular health. 

More specific assessment tools are required to evaluate the vascular health component. Second, 

While Pang et al. (2007) examined the relationship between pQCT-generated bone parameters in 

the radius diaphysis and various neuromuscular factors (muscle strength, motor function, 

spasticity, disuse) in patients after chronic stroke, the radius distal epiphysis, which is a common 

site of fracture in patients after stroke (Dennis et al., 2002), was not measured. Finally, the 

regression models used in Pang et al. (2007) only accounted for 14.9-25.9% of the variance in 

pQCT-derived bone parameters in patients after chronic stroke. Certain important factors such as 

cardiovascular health were not taken into account.  

This study is designed to fill the knowledge gaps in this area. It is the first study 

worldwide to investigate the relative contributions of neuromuscular and cardiovascular 

impairments to bone health indicators in the upper extremity following stroke. By examining 

relationship among bone status, muscle function and cardiovascular parameters in patients after 

chronic stroke, it is possible to identify the key mechanisms involved in bone loss following 

stroke. Such information can be useful in the design of appropriate intervention strategies for the 

prevention and treatment of secondary bone loss among stroke survivors. The results may thus 

have significant impact on the clinical management of post-stroke patients and provide important 

data for future clinical trials to investigate the efficacy of different rehabilitative strategies in 

enhancing upper extremity bone health in the stroke population.   
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1.7 Objectives of the Study  

The objectives of this study were: 

(1) To assess the difference in DXA-derived aBMD of the forearm and pQCT-derived 

densitometric and geometric parameters of the radius diaphysis and epiphysis between 

the paretic and non-paretic sides among patients after chronic stroke. 

(2) To compare the side-to-side difference in DXA- and pQCT-derived parameters between 

individuals with chronic stroke and age-matched non-disabled control subjects. 

(3) To examine the associations of neuromuscular and cardiovascular impairments with 

DXA-derived aBMD of the paretic forearm and pQCT-derived bone strength indices of 

the paretic radius. 

 

1.8Research Hypotheses  

1.8.1 Hypothesis #1 

Numerous studies have demonstrated compromised bone mass in other skeletal sites in the 

paretic upper extremity (Ashe et al., 2006; Jørgensen & Jacobsen, 2000; Pang et al., 2005a; Pang 

et al., 2007; Prince et al., 1988; Ramnemark et al., 1999a). Therefore, it was hypothesized that 

the DXA- and pQCT-derived bone parameters of interest measured in the paretic forearm would 

be significantly different from those in the non-paretic forearm. 

 

1.8.2 Hypothesis #2 

In light of the reported accelerated bone loss post-stroke in prospective studies (Ramnemark et 

al., 1999a; Jørgensen et al., 2001), it was hypothesized that the percent side-to-side difference in 
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DXA- and pQCT-derived bone parameters of interest in the stroke group would be significantly 

greater than the corresponding values in the age-matched non-disabled control group. 

 

1.8.3 Hypothesis #3 

Previous studies have found various neuromuscular impairments to be associated with aBMD 

measured in other upper extremity skeletal sites in various post-stroke populations (Ashe et al., 

2006; Pang et al., 2007; Pang et al, 2005a; Jørgensen & Jacobsen, 2000). Pang et al. (2007) also 

found a significant relationship between various neuromuscular deficits and percentage side-to-

side difference in cortical thickness in the radius diaphysis. Peak VO2 has also been identified as 

a significant determinant of hip aBMD post-stroke (Pang & Eng. 2005b). Based on these 

previous findings, it was hypothesized that the neuromuscular and cardiovascular impairments 

would be significant determinants of the DXA- and pQCT-derived bone parameters of interest. 
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2.1 Trial Design 

This was a cross-sectional, exploratory study.  

 

2.2 Sample Size Calculation 

All sample size calculations were performed using the online software program Statistics 

Calculators (version 2.0). A number of studies have shown that the bone mass in various upper 

extremity skeletal sites in stroke patients demonstrates a significant side-to-side difference (Pang 

et al., 2007). In patients after chronic stroke, it was found that the percent side-to-side difference 

in total arm bone mineral content (BMC) was 13.8-22.8% (Pang et al. 2005a; Ramnemark et al., 

1999a), with a medium to large effect size of 0.46-0.75. A more recent study has also 

demonstrated a significant 7.6% side-to-side difference in cortical BMC at the radius diaphysis 

among chronic stroke patients, with a medium to large effect size of 0.65 (Pang et al., 2007). 

Therefore, for the within-subject comparisons of bone parameters between the paretic and non-

paretic sides in the stroke group (hypothesis 1), a medium to large effect size (0.7) was expected. 

Based on an analysis using a two-tailed t-test, with an effect size of 0.7, alpha at 5%, and power 

at 80%, the estimated sample size required to detect a significant side-to-side  difference in bone 

parameters was 34 subjects in the stroke group.  

For between-group comparisons of bone parameters (stroke group Vs control group) 

(hypothesis 2), we expected a similar effect size (0.7), since previous research had demonstrated 

that the side-to-side difference in bone parameters among control subjects was largely 

unremarkable (Taaffe et al., 1994). Therefore, the target sample size of control subjects was also 

34. 
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Another objective of the study was to identify the significant determinants of bone 

parameters in the stroke group. Based on a peripheral quantitative computed tomography (pQCT) 

study by Pang et al. (2007) in a group of 47 patients after chronic stroke, spasticity and muscle 

strength were shown to account for 20.2-22.9% of the variance of side-to-side difference in 

cortical BMC, after accounting for age, sex, body mass index, and post-stroke duration 

(R2=0.294-0.321). Thus, a similar effect size was estimated for this study. Based on hierarchical 

regression analysis (alpha=5%, power=80%, effect size=0.25, 8 predictors), a minimum sample 

size of 57 stroke subjects was required to detect a significant association of four stroke-

impairment variables (i.e., muscle strength, spasticity, disuse and cardiovascular health) with the 

key bone parameters, after accounting for age, sex, body mass index, and post-stroke duration 

(hypotheses 3). 

 

2.3 Subjects 

2.3.1 Stroke Group 

Stroke subjects were recruited from the stroke self-help groups in the community and the 

existing database of stroke patients who had participated in previous studies of the research team. 

Relevant information (e.g., demographics, medical history) was obtained by medical records and 

subject interview. Each subject had to fulfill the following inclusion criteria: (1) a diagnosis of 

stroke (onset of 6 months or more); (2) aged 18 years or more; (3) medically stable; (4) of 

Chinese origin; and (5) able to understand simple verbal commands with an Abbreviated Mental 

Test (AMT) score of 7 or higher (Jitapunkul et al., 1991; Sahadevan et al., 2000) (Appendix 1). 

The exclusion criteria were: (1) recurrent stroke; (2) other neurological conditions (e.g., 

Parkinson’s disease, multiple sclerosis); (3) significant musculoskeletal conditions (e.g., 
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amputations); (4) metal implants in the upper extremity; (5) previous fracture of the upper 

extremity; (6) were taking drugs for osteoporosis before or after stroke (e.g., bisphosphonates); 

and (7) other serious illnesses that precluded participation in the study. Ethical approval was 

obtained from the Hong Kong Polytechnic University (Appendix 2). Each subject gave his or her 

informed written consent before participating in the study (Appendix 3). All experimental 

procedures were conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. 

 

2.3.2 Control Group 

Age- and gender-matched non-disabled control subjects were recruited from community 

elderly centers, and an existing database of healthy subjects who had participated in previous 

studies of the research team. To attempt to recruit more eligible healthy subjects, promotional 

posters containing the information of the study were also posted in the University. The eligibility 

criteria were the same as those for the stroke group, except that the subjects should not have a 

history of stroke. 

 

2.4 Measurement 

2.4.1 Demographics 

Height (in centimeters) and weight (in kilograms) were measured using the 

Health o meter® (Continental Scale Corp., Bridgeview, IL, USA). Relevant information (e.g., 

demographics, medical history) was obtained by medical records and subject interview.  The 

Abbreviated Mental Test (AMT), a 10-item cognitive screening instrument with well-established 

reliability and validity (Jitapunkul et al., 1991; Sahadevan et al., 2000), was used to evaluate the 

cognitive status of the subjects. Those who had an AMT score of lower than 7 (i.e., significant 
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cognitive deficits) were excluded from the study. The Physical Activity Scale for the Elderly 

(PASE) questionnaire was administered by the researcher to assess the physical activity level of 

each subject (Appendix 4) (Washburn et al., 1993). PASE scores were calculated based on the 

recall of the amount of participation in various types of activities (e.g., leisure time activity, 

household activities, and work-related activities) in the past 7 days. PASE has been shown to be 

a valid and reliable instrument in assessing physical activity in older people (Washburn et al., 

1993). 

 

2.4.2 Bone parameters 

2.4.2.1 Areal Bone Mineral Density: Dual-energy X-ray Absorptiometry 

Dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA; Hologic Inc., Bedford, MA, USA) was used to 

scan the forearm on each side. Areal bone mineral density (aBMD, in g/cm2) of the 1/3 region, 

mid-region, and ultradistal region of the forearm and the total forearm was determined using the 

region of interest program (Fig. 1). The definition of each region is presented in Table 1.  

The precision of the DXA scanner was determined by measuring 30 healthy subjects 

twice (28 men and 2 women, mean±SD age = 72.3±5.1 years), with repositioning after the first 

scan, according to the recommendations of the International Society for Clinical Densitometry 

(Baim et al., 2005). The coefficient of variation, CV (%) value for each DXA variable is listed in 

Table 1. 
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Figure 1. A DXA image of the forearm, showing the ultradistal (UD), mid and 1/3 regions.  
The aBMD values of the different subregions of the forearm were determined. 

 
 
 
 
Table 1. Definition and precision of aBMD 
 
Parameter Definition CV 

(%) 

Ultradistal region 
aBMD 

An area of predominately trabecular bone extending 15mm 
proximally from the cortical endplate of the radius. 

1.55 

Mid-region aBMD The mean density of the mineral content within the area 
between the ultradistal and one-third region. 

1.16 

1/3 region aBMD The mean density of the mineral content within the area 
centered 1/3 of the length of the forearm below the ulnar 
styloid. 

1.24 

Total forearm aBMD The mean density of the mineral content within the total 
forearm area scanned (sum of the mid-region, 1/3 region and 
ultradistal region). 

0.93 

The definition and precision of DXA-derived parameters are provided (aBMD = areal bone 
mineral density) 
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2.4.2.2 Bone Size, Geometry, and Mechanical Properties: pQCT 

Peripheral quantitative computed tomography (XCT 3000, Stratec Medizintechnik GmbH; 

Pforzheim, Germany) was used to generate three-dimensional cross-section scans of the radius 

on each side. This technique has been used in other studies to measure bone geometry of various 

populations, including stroke patients (Haapasalo et al., 2000; Kontulainen et al., 2002; Liu et al., 

2004; Pang et al., 2006, 2007). After proper positioning, a scout view was obtained and the 

anatomical reference line was placed at the cortical end plate of the distal radius. A voxel size of 

0.4 mm and scan speed of 25 mm/sec was used. One-millimeter-thick scans were obtained at two 

different sites of the radius: (1) radius epiphysis (at 4% of the total bone length proximal to the 

distal endplate of the radius; mainly trabecular bone), and (2) radius diaphysis (at 33% of the 

total bone length proximal to the distal endplate of the radius; mainly cortical bone). Studying 

the distal epiphysis of the radius was clinically relevant, as it is a common site of fracture in 

individuals with stroke (i.e., Colles fracture) (Dennis et al., 2002).The radius diaphysis was also 

selected for measurement due to its anatomical proximity to the origin/insertion of many 

important muscle groups (e.g., extensor pollicis brevis, pronator teres) . Thus, motor impairment, 

paresis, and spasticity may potentially have more influence on this site. All the analyses were 

performed using customized software (Stratec software, Version 6.0). Different density 

thresholds were used to identify different tissues within each scan. For image analysis of the 4% 

site, CALCB Contour (outer edge-detection) Mode 2 (iterative contour detection) and Peel Mode 

2 were used with outer threshold/inner threshold of 169/400 mg/cm3. The outer edge of the bone 

was detected using a threshold of 169 mg/cm3. A threshold of 400 mg/cm3 was used to separate 

the trabecular from the subcortical bone. For image analysis of the 33% site, cortical bone 

analysis was performed by using CORTBD (Mode 1) with threshold of 710 mg/cm3. These 
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thresholds were chosen based on previous studies in stroke (Ashe et al., 2006; Pang et al., 2006, 

2007). 

For the distal epiphysis of the radius (4% site), the variables of interest were total bone 

mineral content (total BMC, mg/mm), total area (mm2), total volumetric bone mineral density 

(total vBMD, mg/cm3), and trabecular vBMD (mg/cm3) (Table 2). The above parameters 

generated by pQCT were used to compute a compressive bone strength index (CBSI, g2/cm4). 

This CBSI has been used in previous studies to indicate the strength of the bone segment against 

compressive forces in distal end of long bones (Kontulainen et al., 2002; MacDonald et al., 

2006). This is appropriate, considering that long bone epiphysis is primarily subjected to axial 

compression (Hayes & Myers, 1997). Indeed, it has been shown in a human cadaver study that at 

the distal tibial epiphysis, the CBSI is highly associated with the failure load, accounting for 85% 

of the variance (Kontulainen et al., 2008). An example of a pQCT image of the radius distal 

epiphysis is shown in Figure 2. 
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Table 2. Definition and precision of pQCT-derived parameters at the radius distal 
epiphysis 
 
Parameter Definition    CV (%) 
 
Radius distal epiphysis (4% site) 

 

Total BMC (mg/mm)             
 

The mean content of the bone material within a 1 mm slice  3.79 

Total vBMD (mg/cm3) The mean density of the bone material within a 1 mm slice 
 

2.90 

Trabecular vBMD (mg/cm3) Mean density of the pure trabecular bone within a 1 mm slice 
 

1.76 

Total area (mm2) Cross-sectional area of the bone after the soft tissue has been peeled off 
 

3.02 

CBSI (g2/cm4) 
 

A strength index indicating the resistance against compressive forces in 
distal end of long bones 

5.30 

The definition and precision of the pQCT-derived parameters at the radius epiphysis are provided (total BMC = total 
bone mineral content; total vBMD =  total volumetric bone mineral density; trabecular vBMD = trabecular 
volumetric bone mineral density; CBSI = compute a compressive bone strength index). 
 

             

Figure 2. An example of a pQCT image at the 4% site of radius.  
The trabecular bone (red area) is surrounded by a cortical bone shell (white area). 

 

For the radius diaphysis (33% site), the variables of interest were total area (mm2), 

cortical bone area (mm2), cortical BMC (mg/mm), cortical vBMD (mg/cm3), and cortical 

Radius 
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thickness (mm). Marrow cavity area (mm2) was derived from subtracting cortical bone area from 

the total area. An example of a pQCT image of the radius 33% site is shown in Figure 3.  

 

            

Figure 3. An example of a pQCT image at the 33% site of radius.  
The cortical bone shell is much thicker, which surrounds the bone marrow. 
 
 
 
 

Additionally, a polar stress-strain index (p-SSI, mm3) was computed automatically by the 

pQCT system using the following formula (Haapasalo et al., 2000; Kontulainen et al., 2002; 

Leonard & Shore, 2003; Schiessl et al., 1996) (Fig. 4): 

 

p-SSI = ∑ [(Az × dz
2)(BMDcort/ND)] 

dmax 

where Az  represents the area of each pixel, dz is the distance between the pixel and the 

corresponding torsion (z) axis, ND is the normal physiological bone density (1,200 mg/cm3), and 

dmax is the maximum distance to the center of gravity (Ferretti et al., 2002; Kontulainen et al., 

2002). The p-SSI reflects the torsional rigidity of the long bone shaft (Kontulainen et al., 2002). 

Radius 
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The p-SSI in the radial diaphysis has been found to be highly correlated to the failure load when 

the bone is loaded in 3-point bending and is thus considered a valid indicator of bone strength 

(Lochmüller et al., 2002; Wilhelm et al., 1999).  

 

 

Figure 4. A schematic illustration of the parameters required for computation of the polar 
stress-strain index.  
If bone material is distributed further away from the center, a higher polar stress-strain index will 
be obtained. A  represents the area of each pixel, d is the distance between the pixel and the 
corresponding torsion axis, and dmax is the maximum distance to the center of gravity. 

 

 

Similar to the DXA, the precision of the pQCT scanner was established by testing 30 

healthy subjects twice, with repositioning after the first scan. The CV% value for each variable 

of interest is displayed in Table 3. 

 

 

Table 3.  Definition and precision of pQCT-derived parameters at the radius distal 
epiphysis 

dmax 

Average 
cortical 
thickness 

Neutral axis 

A
d
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Parameter Definition    CV (%) 

Radius diaphysis (33% site) 
 

Cortical BMC (mg/mm) The mineral content of the pure cortical bone within a 1 mm slice. 0.69 

Cortical vBMD (mg/cm3) The mean density of the pure cortical bone within a 1 mm slice 0.54 

Total area (mm2) Cross-sectional area of the bone after the soft tissue has been peeled off 
 

1.97 

Cortical area (mm2) The area assigned to be pure cortical 1.01 

Marrow cavity area (mm2) The cortical area subtracted from the total area 
 

6.35 

Cortical thickness (mm) Difference between the outer and the inner radius of the cortical shell 
 

2.05 

p-SSI (mm3) 
 

Bone strength index indicating the resistance against torsional loads at 
cortical bone sites 

2.36 

Definition and precision of pQCT-derived parameters at the radius distal epiphysis are provided (cortical BMC = 
cortical bone mineral content; cortical vBMD = cortical volumetric bone mineral density; p-SSI = polar stress-strain 
index). 

 

2.4.3 Neuromuscular Function 

2.4.3.1 Muscle Strength 

Hand grip strength (kg) was measured with a Jamar dynamometer (Sammons Preston, 

Mississauga, Ontario, Canada). Subjects were asked to seat on a chair; the test position was 

standardized with shoulder placed at neutral, 0°flexion, elbow in 90° flexion, and wrist in neutral 

position. Subjects were then instructed to squeeze the dynamometer as hard as possible for 5 sec, 

with a rest period of about 1 minute in between to avoid fatigue. A total of three trials were 

performed to obtain the mean hand grip strength on both sides. Based on the data obtained from 

these three trials, the test-retest reliability was evaluated. The reliability was found to be high for 

the paretic side (ICC3.1 = 0.984) and non-paretic side (ICC3.1 = 0.966) in the stroke group, and 

the dominant side (ICC3.1 = 0.943) and non-dominant (ICC3.1 = 0.958) side in the control group. 
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2.4.3.2 Motor Skills 

The Fugl-Meyer Motor Assessment (FMA) (Fugl et al., 1975) was used to evaluate the 

severity of impairment in the upper extremity (Appendix 5). It was based on the performance of 

33 tasks, which assessed the quality of movements and coordination. A score from 0 to 2 was 

given to each task, with a higher score indicating better performance (0 = no performance; 2 = 

complete performance). The maximum upper limb motor score was 66. FMA has shown 

excellent intra- (Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r) = 0.995-0.996) and inter-rater reliability (r = 

0.89-0.95) (Gladstone et al., 2002; Sanford et al., 1993). 

 

2.4.3.3 Disuse 

To evaluate how much the person used the paretic upper extremity in daily activities, the 

30-item Motor Activity Log (MAL) was used (Page et al., 2004) (Appendix 6). Each item in the 

MAL is related to a functional task (e.g., opening a drawer, brushing teeth, etc.) The 

questionnaire was administered by the researcher and the subjects were asked to indicate how 

much they used the paretic arm in each task with a score from 0 to 5 (0: paretic arm not used; 1: 

occasionally tried to use the weaker arm; 2: sometimes used the affect arm, but did most of the 

activity with the non-affect arm; 3: used the weaker arm about half as much as before the stroke; 

4: used the weaker arm almost as much as before the stroke; 5: used the weaker arm as much as 

before stroke). The scores for the 30 items were averaged to obtain a mean MAL score. The 

Motor Activity Log has high internal consistency and reasonable construct validity (van der Lee 

et al., 2004).  
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2.4.3.4 Spasticity 

The Modified Ashworth Scale (MAS) was used to assess resistance to passive 

movements in the elbow on the paretic side (Bohannon & Smith, 1987)(Appendix 7). A higher 

score on the scale indicates more severe spasticity. The MAS has demonstrated acceptable 

reliability (Kendall’s tau correlation =0.847) (Pandyan et al., 1999). 

 

2.4.4 Cardiovascular Function 

2.4.4.1 Vascular Elasticity: Blood Pressure Waveform Analysis 

The HDI/PulseWave CR-2000 Research CardioVascular Profiling System (Hypertension 

Diagnostics Inc., Eagan, MN, USA) was used to measure the integrity of the vascular system 

(Qin et al., 2002). The system is a reliable, valid, and non-invasive tool to measure arterial 

compliance (Zimlichman et al., 2005), and has been extensively used in cardiovascular research 

worldwide (Cohn et al., 1995; Duprez et al., 2000; McVeigth et al., 1993). 

An electrical analog model (a modified Windkessel model) (Hypertension Diagnostics, 

Inc., 2005) was used to generate the hemodynamics results (Fig. 5).  In this model, the 

vasculature is represented as consisting of a capacitative compliance element (large artery 

elasticity index), an oscillatory or reflective compliance element (small artery elasticity index), 

an inductance, and a resistance (systemic vascular resistance), during the diastolic decay portion 

of the cardiac cycle. The following figure represents the modified Windkessel model, where P1 is 

the proximal arterial pressure, P2 is the distal arterial pressure, C1 is the large artery elasticity 

index, C2 is the small artery elasticity index, L is the inertance of the blood, R is the systemic 

vascular resistance, and Iin is the flow into the arterial system during systole. 
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Figure 5. An electrical analog model of the arterial system  
The modified Windkessel model is used by the CardioVascular Profiling System to generate the 
hemodynamic results. 
 
 

The decay of the voltage in this model could be represented as the solution to a third 

order differential equation of the circuit, with 6 unknown “A” elements (Hypertension 

Diagnostics Inc., 2005). 

P2(t) = A1e
-A2t + A3e-A4t cos (A5t + A6) 

The “A” parameters were determined by a non-linear curve fitting approach to match the 

shape of the above third order equation to that of the diastolic decay. Mathematical relationships 

existed which related the model values of C1 and C2, to the “A” parameters and R. R was 

calculated as the mean arterial pressure (mmHg) divided by the estimated cardiac output (liters 

per minute) (Hypertension Diagnostics Inc., 2005). 

C1 = 2A4 [(A2 + A4)2 + A5
2]/RA2 (2A4 + A2) (A4

2 + A5
2) 

C2 = 1/R (2A4 + A2) 

  The main outcome parameters generated by the system are summarized in Table 4. 

 
 
 

Heart 

Iin P1 P2

C2C1 R

L
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Table 4. Key parameters generated by the CardioVascular Profiling System 
 

The outcome measures generated by the CardioVascular Profiling System are large artery 
elasticity index (C1) and small artery elasticity index (C2). 

 

To measure C1 and C2, the subject was asked to rest in a supine position, and a blood 

pressure cuff was placed on the left upper-arm and a rigid plastic wrist stabilizer was placed on 

the right wrist to minimize movement of the radial artery during the measurement. With the right 

forearm resting in a supine position, a piezoelectric-based, acoustical sensor was placed over the 

radial artery adjacent to the styloid process of the radius by the wrist. The sensor was adjusted to 

the highest relative signal strength. Blood pressure was measured by a linear dynamic deflation 

method. When the waveform was stable and satisfactory, the radial arterial blood pressure 

waveform data over a 30-second period was acquired for compliance analysis (Hypertension 

Diagnostics Inc., 2005). Four trials were performed, and the two trials that showed the closest 

readings were averaged to yield the mean value of the large (C1) and small (C2) artery elasticity 

index. A 1-minute rest period was provided between trials. 

The C1 and C2 provided measurements of function and structure of the large and very 

small arteries, respectively. Generally, the higher the value, the more elastic and healthy the 

arteries are. C1 is a measure of the elasticity of the aorta and large arteries. With age or in the 

presence of atherosclerotic disease, the walls of these large arteries will demonstrate increasing 

stiffness (Duprez et al., 2001). On the other hand, C2 has been correlated with flow-mediated 

Elasticity Index Explanation 
 

C1 Large artery elasticity index (capacitative arterial compliance) 
(mL/mmHg ×10) 
 

C2 Small artery elasticity index (oscillatory or reflective arterial 
compliance) (mL/mmHg ×100) 
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vasodilatation, a well-established measure of endothelial function (Wilson et al., 2004). This 

dysfunction of the endothelium occurs in the entire arterial system, but it can be more easily 

detected in very small arteries and arterioles. In fact, a reduction in C2 is often the first sign of a 

developing atherosclerosis (Syeda et al., 2003). A previous study has also shown that for every 

two units of decrease in C2, there is a 50% increase in cardiac events (Grey et al., 2003). Young 

people normally have higher C1 and C2 than older people, and men tend to have higher C1 and C2 

than women (Winer et al., 2001) (Appendix 8). The subjects were categorized to have abnormal 

or borderline or normal C1 and C2 values according to the reference values provided by the 

manufacturer (Hypertension Diagnostics Inc., 2005). 

To establish the test-retest reliability of the system to measure C1 and C2, the 

measurement procedures described above were repeated after a brief rest period. The test-retest 

reliability was found to be high, regardless of whether the acoustic sensor was placed on the 

paretic side (intraclass correlation coefficient ICC3,1 = 0.954 for C1, ICC3,1 = 0.948 for C2) or 

non-paretic side (ICC3,1 = 0.934 for C1, ICC3,1 = 0.954 for C2) among stroke subjects, or the 

dominant side (ICC3,1 = 0.897 for C1, ICC3,1 = 0.946 for C2) or non-dominant side (ICC3,1 = 0.911 

for C1, ICC3,1 = 0.918 for C2) among control subjects. In addition, no significant difference was 

found in C1 and C2 values within the same subjects when the sensor was placed on the paretic or 

the non-paretic sides in the stroke group (C1: p=0.249, C2: p=0.629) or the dominant side or non-

dominant side in the control group (C1: p=0.549, C2: p=0.988). Therefore, the side of 

paresis/hand dominance did not seem to affect the C1 and C2 values and their reliability. For 

subsequent analysis, only the values obtained when the sensor was placed on the paretic side 

(stroke group) or the non-dominant side (control group) were used. 
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It is known that certain cardiovascular measures may have a circadian rhythm (Fagard et 

al., 2008; Rosa et al., 2008). In light of this, reliability tests were performed to determine whether 

the time of testing (i.e., morning vs. afternoon) has any effect on the C1 and C2 values. Ten non-

disabled subjects (five men and five women) were enrolled in these reliability tests. No 

significant difference was found in mean values of C1 and C2 when the testing was conducted in 

the morning or afternoon (C1: p=0.634; C2: p=0.713). 

The reliability measures obtained in our study seem to be similar with those previously 

reported in the literature. In Zimlichman et al (2005), intra-visit measurements of arterial 

compliance indices differed by less than 3% (range, 0.36% to 2.97%), and all inter-visit 

measures differed by less than 4% (range, 0.24% to 3.67%). In our study, the intra-visit 

measurements, differed by less than 3.5% (range, 0.17% to 3.44%). On the other hand, the inter-

visit measures between am & pm differed by less than 5.5% (range, 1.34% to 5.33%). Difference 

in subject characteristics and experimental procedures may partially account for the difference in 

findings. For example, a sample of healthy subjects was used in their study whereas people with 

stroke are used in ours.  A 5-min rest period was provided between the two assessments on the 

same day (intra-visit measurements), which is longer than what is used in our study (1 min). For 

inter-visit measurements, the time lapse between assessments was 4 weeks in their study. In 

contrast, we assessed the difference of the measurements taken in morning session and those 

taken in the afternoon session.  

 

2.4.4.2  Impedance Cardiograph 

Stroke volume and cardiac output profile at rest were measured by impedance 

cardiograph (ICG) (HIC-3000/T model, BIT Inc., Chapel Hill, NC, USA). ICG is a non-invasive 
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method to evaluate cardiac output and has been validated in various populations (Charloux et al., 

2000; Pianosi, 2004; Richard et al., 2001). The ICG technology involves emission of a low-grade 

electrical current of 2-4 mA through skin electrodes. Based on information of returned current 

received by the sensing electrodes, the impedance to current flow is calculated via an algorithm. 

ICG basically measures the changes of electrical resistance in the thorax. As blood offers the 

least resistance to electrical current in the thorax, and with each heartbeat, conductivity changes 

as the blood distends the heart and the aorta. 

Subjects were instructed to rest in a supine position. After proper skin preparation, four 

dual electrodes were placed on specific areas on the neck and thorax (Figure 6). Two electrodes 

were positioned directly inferior to the ear lobe and the other two were positioned on each side of 

the rib cage on the mid-axillary line at the level of the xiphoid process. Data were recorded for a 

period of 10 minutes, and the data for the last 3 minutes of the recording period were used to 

calculate the mean value of each key parameter. The major parameters generated by this system 

are listed in Table 5. 

 

 

Figure 6. Impedance cardiograph (ICG) 
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Eight-spot surface electrode array for thoracic electrical bioimpedance application. The outer 
electrodes introduce the current, and the inner electrodes sense the corresponding voltage 
changes through the cardiac cycle and the electrocardiogram (Reprinted from CardioDynamics, 
The ICG Company Webs). 

 
 
Table 5. Major parameters generated by impedance cardiograph (ICG) 
 

The major parameters generated by the impedance cardiograph system (ICG) are cardiac index 
(CI) and stroke index (SI). 
 

Test-retest reliability of the ICG system to measure cardiac index (CI) and stroke index 

(SI) was established by repeating the recording procedures in all subjects after a brief rest. The 

reliability was found to be high in both the stroke group (CI: ICC3,1 = 0.832, SI: ICC3,1 = 0.904) 

and the control group (CI: ICC3,1 = 0.948, SI: ICC3,1 = 0.955). 

Reliability tests were performed to determine whether the time of testing (i.e., morning vs. 

afternoon) had any significant influence on the CI and SI values. Ten non-disabled subjects (five 

men and five women) participated in these experiments. No significant difference was found in 

CI (p=0.311) and SI values (p=0.743) obtained in the morning and afternoon sessions. 

 

2.4.4.3 Walking Endurance and Oxygen Consumption (VO2max): FitMate™ 

The FitMate™ metabolic system (Cosmed, Rome, Italy) was used to measure the oxygen 

consumption rate (VO2) during the 6 minute walking test (6MWT). FitMate™ is a reliable and 

 Hemodynamic 
 

   Explanation 
 

 Cardiac Index (CI) Cardiac output normalized for the body surface area of 
subject (L/min/m2) 
 

 Stroke Index (SI) Stroke volume normalized for the body surface area of 
subject (mL/beat/m2) 
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valid metabolic device designed for measuring oxygen consumption and energy expenditure 

during rest and exercise (Nieman et al., 2006, 2007). A turbine flowmeter was used to measure 

the ventilation, and a galvanic fuel cell oxygen sensor was used to analyze the fraction of expired 

oxygen. VO2 was calculated intrinsically using the equation below: 

VO2 = (FiO2*IV – FeO2*EV)*RF*STPD 

where FiO2 is the fraction of inspired O2, IV is the inspired volume, FeO2 is the fraction of 

expired O2, EV is the expired volume, RF is the respiratory frequency, and STPD refers to 

standard temperature and pressure, dry. 

Subjects were instructed to walk along a 15 m corridor and cover as much distance as 

they could in 6 minutes. The total distance walked (m) was recorded. The 6MWT is a common 

submaximal exercise test used for various populations, and the VO2 obtained during the 6MWT 

is significantly associated with maximal VO2 (the gold standard of cardiorespiratory fitness) in 

stroke patients (Eng et al., 2004; Pang & Eng, 2005b). Data on VO2 during the last 30 seconds of 

the 6MWT were averaged for each subject (Pang & Eng, 2005b). This method of data analysis 

was previously used by Eng et al. (2004) and Pang et al. (2005). It is well known that the VO2 

rate would plateau after approximately 3 minutes at a given submaximal exercise workload, as in 

the 6MWT (Pang et al. 2005; Tomczak et al. 2008). Before data averaging, the profile of the 

VO2 data obtained was checked visually to make sure that there was no unusual fluctuation of 

the values during the last 30s of the 6MWT. This parameter has been shown to have a good 

correlation with maximal VO2 in chronic stroke patients (r = 0.66) (Eng et al., 2004). 

 

2.5 Statistical Analysis 
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All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS 17.0 software (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, 

USA) and a significance level of 0.05 (two-tailed). In the primary analysis, analysis of variance 

(ANOVA) with mixed design [within-subject factor: side (paretic or non-dominant Vs non-

paretic or dominant), between-subject factor: group (stroke Vs control)] were performed for each 

outcome (i.e. aBMD) (hypothesis 1 and 2).  Post-hoc paired t-tests were then used to compare 

the bone parameters between the paretic and non-paretic sides among the stroke subjects, and 

between the dominant and non-dominant sides among the controls. The level of significance was 

adjusted according to the number of comparisons made (i.e., 0.025).  Next, for each bone 

parameter, a percent side-to-side difference score was computed by first subtracting the value of 

the non-paretic side from that of the paretic side and then dividing it by the value of the non-

paretic side and multiplying with a factor of 100. Thus, a negative percent side-to-side difference 

score indicated that the value on the paretic side was lower than that on the non-paretic side. In 

the secondary analysis, the data collected from the male and female subjects were analyzed 

separately using the above statistical methods.  

Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient (r) or Spearman’s rho was used to 

determine the degree of association of the bone parameters of interest with other demographic 

(e.g., age, post-stroke duration) and clinical factors (e.g., muscle strength, spasticity, elasticity 

indices) within the stroke group), depending on whether the assumptions of parametric statistics 

were fulfilled. Hierarchical multiple regression analyses were then performed to identify the 

significant determinants of the aBMD of the 1/3, mid-, ultradistal, and total forearm regions, as 

well as the bone strength indices measured at the radius epiphysis (i.e., CBSI) and diaphysis (i.e., 

p-SSI) among stroke patients (i.e., dependent variables in regression) (hypothesis 3). The 

selection of the predictor variables was based on biological relevance and the results from the 
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bivariate correlations. To check for multicollinearity, bivariate correlation analyses were 

performed to assess the degree of association among the stroke impairment variables. Any 

predictor variables that had a correlation of > 0.5 should not be included in the same regression 

model (Darren & Mallery, 2010). First, age, sex, body mass index (BMI), and post-stroke 

duration were forced into the regression model (Enter method). Next, those stroke impairments 

that were found to have significant association with the dependent variable in the bivariate 

correlation analysis were then entered into the regression model (Enter method). For spasticity, 

the stroke subjects were categorized into either of two groups for the regression analysis: no or 

mild spasticity (MAS score = 0-1.5) and moderate to severe spasticity (MAS score = 2-4).  

The above analysis would yield a large number of regression models, but it was 

necessary for several reasons. The bone structure is different between the ultradistal region 

(mostly trabecular bone) vs the diaphyseal sites (mostly cortical bone).  The former is primarily 

subjected to compressive forces whereas the latter is more exposed to torsional and bending 

forces (Hayes & Myers, 1997; Frank et al., 2010). It is thus likely that different regions of the 

bone may respond to the same pathology differently. Indeed, there is evidence from previous 

stroke literature that different stroke impairments may have differential effects on various parts 

of the long bone. For example, spasticity and mobility are related to the bone strength index of 

the tibial distal epiphysis, but not the tibial diaphysis (Pang et al. 2008; Pang et al. 2010). In 

aerospace research, it has also been shown that the tibial distal epiphysis sustains more rapid 

bone loss than tibial diaphysis in response to microgravity (Vico et al. 2000). We feel that the 

association of different stroke impairments with bone density/strength of various parts of the 

forearm is worth exploring. 
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3.1 Demographics 

Sixty-five patients after stroke and 34 control subjects participated in this study. The 

demographic data of the subjects are presented in Table 6. The majority of the stroke subjects 

had an ischemic stroke, and the mean post-stroke duration was 47.8 months. The control group 

had significantly higher physical activity (i.e., PASE) score than the stroke group (p<0.001). The 

stroke group also had significantly higher proportion of people with hypertension (Chi square 

test; p<0.001), diabetes (Chi square test; p<0.001), and high cholesterol (Chi square test; 

p<0.001). Not surprisingly, significantly higher proportion of people in the stroke group were 

taking antihypertensive agents (p<0.001), hypoglycemic agents (p<0.05), and hypolipidemic 

agents (p<0.001). There was no significant difference between the two groups in other variables 

listed in the Table 6, such as age, male-to-female ratio, height, weight, and BMI. There was also 

no significant correlation between the side of paresis and side of hand dominance in the stroke 

group (p=0.727).  
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Table 6. Subject characteristics 
 

 Stroke group 
(n=65) 

Control group 
(n=34) 

p

 male female all male female all 
Basic demographics 
 
Age (year) 
                                             

60.9±10.3 59.4±11.3 60.1±10.7 60.7±7.3 59.6±9.8 60.2±8.5 0.997 

Sex (men/women), n 
 

  33:32   17:17 0.920 

Height (cm) 
 

165.8±6.8 154.7±6.2 160.3±8.5 164.3±5.5 153.3±5.8 159.8±7.2 0.743 

Weight (kg)   
 

67.8±12.4 56.1±9.9 62.1±12.6 64.4±6.9 59.1±10.2 61.7±9.0 0.888 

Body Mass Index (BMI), 
kg/m2 

 

24.5±3.5 23.3±3.4 23.9±3.5 23.8±2.4 24.7±3.7 24.2±3.1 0.439 

Number of 
postmenopausal women 
 

 23   13  0.862 

Postmenopausal years  
(female only) 
 

 10.3±11.5   10.1±11.3  0.951 

Physical activity score 
(PASE)      
                  

103.1±63.4 85.0±53.9 94.0±59.15 160.0±81.6 138.3±38.9 152.3±61.7 <0.001* 

Receiving physiotherapy 
or occupational therapy  
during the study period, n   
 

2 6 8 NA NA NA --- 

Side of hand dominance 
(left/right), n  
           

2/31 1/31 3/62 0/17 0/17 0/34 --- 

Medical history 
 
Hypertension, n 
 

27 21 48 8 6 14 0.001* 

Diabetes, n 
 

7 11 18 1 0 1 0.003* 

High cholesterol, n 
 

12 11 23 0 2 2 0.001* 

Total number of co-
morbid conditions, n 
 

1.6±1.0 1.9±1.3 1.7±1.2 0.7±0.8 0.8±0.9 0.7±0.8 0.026* 

Medications  
 
Antihypertensive agents, 
n 
 

20 20 40 3 4 7 <0.001* 

Anticoagulants, n 
 

22 19 41 0 0 0 <0.001* 

Anticonvulsive agents, n 
 

2 2 4 0 0 0 0.140 

Hypolipidemic agents, n 12 14 26 1 0 1 <0.001* 
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Hypoglycemic agents, n 
 

2 5 7 0 0 0 0.047* 

Analgesics, n                        
 

0 2 2 0 0 0 0.301 

Antidepressants, n 
 

1 5 6 0 1 1 0.246 

Antipsychotic agents, n 
 

1 2 3 0 0 0 0.203 

Anti-inflammatory agents, 
n 
 

1 3 4 0 0 0 0.140 

Immunosuppressive, n 
 

1 1 2 0 0 0 0.301 

Vitamin D 
supplementation, n 
 

1 1 2 2 2 4 0.089 

Calcium supplementation, 
n 
 

3 3 6 1 3 4 0.710 

Stroke characteristics 
 
Type of stroke 
(ischemic/hemorrhagic/un
known), n 
 

22/9/2 14/15/3 36/24/5 NA NA NA --- 

Side of paresis (left/right), 
n 
 

21/12 7/25 28/37 NA NA NA --- 

Duration after stroke 
(month) 

45.3±43.7 48.3±41.8 47.8±46.0 NA NA NA --- 

Data are mean ± SD unless indicated otherwise; NA, not applicable; *statistically significant difference between the 
stroke and control groups (p<0.05)  

 

3.2 Comparison of Bone Parameters: DXA 

3.2.1 Areal Bone Mineral Density  

When the aBMD data of all stroke and control subjects were analyzed (i.e., primary 

analysis), a significant main effect of side for all four regions of the forearm was found (p<0.005) 

(Table 7).  There was also a significant side × group interaction effect for the ultradistal 

(p=0.006), and mid regions of the forearm (p=0.007), as well as the total forearm (p=0.001). 

There was a trend for a side × group interaction effect for the 1/3 region of the forearm, but it did 

not quite reach statistical significance (p = 0.083). Post-hoc analysis demonstrated that in the 
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stroke group, the aBMD values on the paretic side were significantly lower than those in the non-

paretic side (p<0.001) in all measured forearm regions, with a side-to-side difference varying 

from 5.4% to 9.6%.  In contrast, while the control group also demonstrated a significant side-to-

side difference of aBMD in the mid (p=0.016), 1/3 (p=0.012), and total forearm regions 

(p=0.009), the magnitude of the difference was much smaller, ranging from 1.3-1.9%. 

The data of male and female subjects were also analyzed separately (i.e., secondary 

analysis). Regardless of gender, the aBMD values on the paretic side were significantly lower 

than those on the non-paretic side in the stroke group (p<0.025), except the aBMD of the 1/3 

region among the male subjects (p=0.197) (Table 7). In contrast with the female stroke survivors, 

the side × group interaction effect was not significant for the mid (p=0.306), 1/3 (p=0.955) and 

total forearm (p=0.084) regions in the male group, indicating that the side-to-side difference of 

aBMD in these skeletal sites between the male stroke and control groups was less pronounced 

than their female counterparts.  

The overall significant main effect of side was attributable to the remarkable difference 

between the paretic and non-paretic sides in the stroke group, despite that the side-to-side 

difference in the same parameters demonstrated by the control group is much smaller. The lack 

of significant main effect of group, on the other hand, is mainly due to the fact that the bone 

parameters measured on the dominant side of control subjects are not that different from those on 

the non-paretic side of stroke subjects.  The results may indicate that the non-paretic side has 

similar bone health status as in non-disabled controls. It is likely that the overall bone health 

condition was not particularly compromised prior to stroke, compared with age-matched controls. 

After the stroke, however, the paretic side may have sustained substantial changes in bone 

density/geometry, which accounted for the side-to-side difference in bone parameters in the 
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stroke group, and also the significant side × group interaction effect (i.e. the magnitude of side-

to-side difference in bone parameters is group-dependent). 
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Table 7. Comparison of DXA parameters 

Parameter Stroke group (n=65) Control group (n=34) Main effect: 
Side  

Main effect: Group Side × group 
interaction effect 

aBMD 
(g/cm2) 

Paretic 
side 

 

Non-
paretic 

side 

Percent 
difference 

Non-
dominant 
side 

Dominant 
side 

Percent 
difference 

F p F p F p 

Ultradistal  
Male  0.396±0.074 0.436±0.088 -8.6±11.8† 0.409±0.061 0.411±0.055 -0.6±5.1 6.260 0.016* 0.104 0.748 5.106 0.028* 
Female  0.306±0.100 0.343±0.714 -10.7±23.7† 0.345±0.046 0.348±0.052 -0.8±5.4 4.238 0.045* 1.116 0.296 2.989 0.090 
All 0.352±0.098 0.390±0.093 -9.6±18.5† 0.377±0.062 0.379±0.062 -0.7±5.1 10.476 0.002* 0.166 0.684 7.978 0.006* 

Mid             
Male  0.597±0.099 0.627±0.076 -5.1±8.4† 0.588±0.066 0.604±0.069 -2.6±4.8 12.585 0.001* 0.463 0.500 1.070 0.306 
Female  0.453±0.111 0.501±0.091 -9.9±12.7† 0.516±0.067 0.522±0.070 -1.2±4.2 12.972 0.001* 2.530 0.118 7.785 0.008* 
All 0.556±0.127 0.565±0.105 -7.4±10.9† 0.552±0.075 0.563±0.080 -1.9±4.5† 25.198 <0.001* 0.311 0.578 7.607 0.007* 

1/3             
Male  0.727±0.093 0.745±0.082 -1.9±14.4 0.727±0.059 0.746±0.069 -2.6±3.0† 3.614 0.063 <0.001 0.985 0.003 0.955 
Female  0.550±0.121 0.603±0.091 -9.0±13.3† 0.620±0.068 0.621±0.070 -0.1±3.1 7.475 0.009* 2.624 0.112 6.995 0.011* 
All 0.640±0.139 0.675±0.112 -5.4±14.2† 0.673±0.083 0.684±0.094 -1.4±3.3† 10.2424 0.002* 0.807 0.371 3.078 0.083 

Total forearm 
Male 0.574±0.089 0.604±0.068 -5.1±8.1† 0.575±0.063 0.584±0.065 -1.6±2.7† 11.331 0.002* 0.2314 0.646 3.117 0.084 
Female 0.435±0.103 0.483±0.084 -10.3±12.5† 0.492±0.059 0.497±0.060 -1.1±3.5 14.786 <0.001* 2.185 0.146 9.564 0.003* 
All 0.506±0.111 0.544±0.097 -7.7±10.7† 0.533±0.073 0.541±0.076 -1.3±3.1† 25.739 <0.001* 0.345 0.558 12.072 0.001* 

Significant side × group interaction effect was found in ultradistal, mid, and total forearm regions (aBMD = areal bone mineral density). 
Data are mean ± SD indicated.  
*Statistically significant results (two-way ANOVA with repeated measures, p<0.05).  
† Statistically significant difference between the two sides (post-hoc paired t-test, p<0.025) 
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3.3 Comparison of Bone Parameters: pQCT 

3.3.1 Radius Distal Epiphysis (4% site) 

The pQCT images of the radius distal epiphysis of a representative stroke subject are 

shown in Figure 7A & 7B. When compared with the non-paretic side (Fig. 7B), it was clear that 

the paretic side (Fig. 7A) had less trabecular bone surrounded by a thinner cortical shell.  Such a 

pronounced side-to-side difference in bone macrostructure was not observed in the control 

subject (Fig. 7C & 7D). 

A    B  

C   D  

Figure 7. Difference in macrostructure of the distal radius epiphysis between a stroke 
subject and a control subject.  
The figure shows the pQCT images of the paretic side (A) and non-paretic side (B) of a 61-year-
old female stroke patient, and those of the non-dominant side (C) and dominant side (D) of a 54-
year-old control female subject.  
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In the primary analysis of group data, there was a significant main effect of side and side 

× group interaction effect for total BMC, total vBMD, trabecular vBMD, and CBSI (p<0.05), but 

not total area (p>0.4) (Table 8). Post-hoc analysis revealed that in the stroke group, the paretic 

side had significantly lower total BMC (p<0.001), total vBMD (p<0.001) and trabecular vBMD 

(p<0.001) than the non-paretic side by 9.8%, 10.5% and 11.4%, respectively.  In contrast, the 

side-to-side difference in these parameters was not statistically significant in the control group 

(0.5-3.0%; p>0.2).  Moreover, no significant difference in total area was identified between the 

two sides in both groups of subjects. Nevertheless, the compromised total vBMD led to a 

significantly lower CBSI on the paretic side than the non-paretic side by 17.8% in the stroke 

group (p<0.001). The corresponding side-to-side difference in p-SSI was much less remarkable 

in the control group, at only 4.1% (p=0.126) (Table 8). 

For the most part, the male and female stroke subjects yielded similar results. Regardless 

of gender, the mean total BMC, total vBMD, trabecular vBMD and CBSI values on the paretic 

side were all significantly lower than their corresponding values on the non-paretic side among 

stroke subjects (p<0.025) while none of the pQCT variables demonstrated any significant 

difference between the two sides in the control group (p>0.1)(Table 8).  
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Table 8. Comparison of pQCT parameters: 4% site 

 Stroke group Control group Main effect: Side  Main effect: 
Group 

Side × group 
interaction effect 

 Paretic  
 

Non-paretic  
 

%∆ Non-
dominant  

Dominant %∆ F p F p F p 

Total BMC (mg/mm)            
Male  116.2±25.4 125.6±19.8 -7.8±12.8† 116.1±24.3 118.3±21.6 -2.1±7.5 8.203 0.006* 0.321 0.573 3.139 0.083 
Female  71.0±20.2 81.5±18.2 -11.9±19.0† 81.3±11.4 84.9±12.7 -3.9±7.2 11.543 0.001* 2.123 0.152 2.689 0.108 
All 94.0±32.2 103.9±29.1 -9.8±16.2† 98.7±25.7 101.6±24.3 -3.0±7.3 20.001 <0.001* 0.043 0.837 5.910 0.017* 
Total area (mm2)            
Male  313.9±43.3 317.6±41.1 -3.1±18.1 320.5±54.3 322.8±65.1 -1.7±9.5 0.462 0.500 0.183 0.671 0.023 0.879 
Female  269.8±42.5 264.5±47.8 3.1±15.3 248.4±37.4 253.9±40.9 -1.7±10.6 <0.001 0.990 1.766 0.190 1.192 0.280 
All 292.2±48.0 291.4±51.6 -0.1±17.0 284.5±58.7 288.4±64.0 -1.7±9.9 0.228 0.634 0.242 0.624 0.489 0.486 
Total vBMD (mg/cm3)            
Male  372.9±79.2 398.1±59.4 -6.7±13.5† 365.4±65.9 372.0±58.9 -1.7±9.5 5.143 0.028* 0.788 0.379 1.743 0.193 
Female  268.8±85.8 313.3±71.4 -14.4±20.2† 332.3±58.0 340.5±60.9 -1.7±10.6 10.492 0.002* 4.985 0.030* 4.977 0.030* 
All 321.7±97.2 356.3±77.9 -10.5±17.4† 348.9±63.4 356.3±61.1 -1.7±9.9 15.344 <0.001* 0.708 0.402 6.431 0.013* 
Trabecular vBMD (mg/cm3)           
Male  199.8±42.0 215.7±31.0 -7.9±11.0† 208.8±27.7 211.6±27.9 -1.2±5.8 10.321 0.002* 0.063 0.802 4.993 0.030* 
Female  149.1±38.9 173.7±28.9 -15.1±16.1† 183.4±28.0 180.9±33.9 2.2±7.7 10.860 0.002* 4.876 0.032* 16.237 <0.001* 
All 174.9±47.6 195.0±36.5 -11.4±14.1† 196.1±30.3 196.3±34.3 0.5±6.9 20.725 <0.001* 1.966 0.164 19.953 <0.001* 
CBSI (g2/cm4)            
Male 0.45±0.17 0.50±0.13 -12.4±22.5† 0.43±0.14 0.44±0.12 -3.2±15.2 5.870 0.019* 2.771 0.103 2.771 0.103 
Female 0.21±0.12 0.26±0.10 -23.4±35.2† 0.27±0.07 0.29±0.08 -5.1±16.0 12.928 0.001* 3.072 0.086 3.170 0.081 
All 0.33±0.19 0.39±0.17 -17.8±29.7† 0.35±0.14 0.37±0.13 -4.1±15.4 17.142 <0.001* 0.007 0.935 5.868 0.017* 

Significant side × group interaction was found in total BMC, total vBMD, trabecular vBMD and CBSI (total BMC = total bone mineral content; total vBMD = 
total volumetric bone mineral density; trabecular vBMD =  trabecular volumetric bone mineral density; CBSI = compute a compressive bone strength index). 
Data are mean ± SD indicated 
%∆ percent side-to-side difference 
*Statistically significant results (two-way ANOVA with repeated measures, p<0.05) 
† Statistically significant difference between the two sides (post-hoc paired t-test, p<0.025);  
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3.3.2 Radius Diaphysis (33% site) 

Figure 8A & 8B show the pQCT images of the radius diaphysis of a representative stroke 

subject.  In this predominantly cortical bone site, the paretic side (Fig. 8A) demonstrated a 

substantially thinner cortical bone shell and a larger marrow cavity area when compared with the 

non-paretic side (Fig. 8B). The control subject (Fig. 8C & 8D), on the other hand, showed no 

such difference between the two sides.  

 

A    B  

C   D  

Figure 8. Difference in macrostructure of the radius diaphysis between a stroke subject and 
a control subject.  
The figure shows the pQCT images of the paretic side (A) and non-paretic side (B) of a 61-year-
old female stroke patient, and those of the non-dominant side (C) and dominant side (D) of a 54-
year-old control female subject. 
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When the data of all subjects were analyzed in the primary analysis (Table 9), ANOVA 

revealed a significant main effect of side for cortical BMC (p<0.001), cortical vBMD (p=0.002), 

cortical area (p<0.001), cortical thickness (p<0.001), marrow cavity area (p=0.025), and p-SSI 

(p=0.032), but not total area (p= 0.746). There was also a significant side × group interaction 

effect on cortical BMC (p=0.026), cortical vBMD (p=0.001), and p-SSI (p=0.021). The 

significance level of the side × group interaction effect for cortical area (p=0.058) and cortical 

thickness (p=0.060) was marginal.  

Post-hoc paired t-tests showed that in the stroke group, the cortical BMC, cortical vBMD, 

cortical area, and cortical thickness in the paretic radius diaphysis were significantly lower than 

the corresponding values on the non-paretic side. The marrow cavity on the paretic side, in 

contrast, was significantly greater than the non-paretic side (<0.001), while the total area did not 

demonstrate any significant side-to-side difference (p=0.866).  As a result of the differences in 

densitometric and geometric parameters, the p-SSI on the paretic side was also significantly 

lower than that on the non-paretic side by 5.9% (p<0.001) (Table 9). In the control group, the 

difference in pQCT parameters between the two sides was largely unremarkable. There was no 

significant difference in any of the parameters except the cortical area on the dominant side 

(0.3%, p=0.028). 

In the secondary analysis, the female stroke group demonstrated significantly lower 

values in cortical BMC (p<0.001), cortical vBMD (p<0.001), cortical area (p<0.001), cortical 

thickness (p<0.001) and p-SSI (p<0.001), but greater marrow cavity area (p=0.001) (Table 9). 

On the other hand, although the male stroke subjects demonstrated a similar trend, the side-to-

side difference in the same bone parameters was less pronounced than their female counterparts, 

with significant findings only in cortical BMC (p=0.019), cortical vBMD (p=0.013), and p-SSI 
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(p=0.017). Regardless of gender, the total area demonstrated no significant side-to-side 

difference in the stroke group (p>0.80). While many pQCT parameters at the radius diaphysis 

showed significant side-to-side differences in the stroke group, the only significant finding in the 

control group was a slightly greater cortical area on the dominant side among men (0.9%, 

p=0.019). 
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Table 9. Comparison of pQCT parameters: 33% site 

 Stroke group Control group Main effect: Side Main effect: 
Group 

Side × group 
interaction effect 

 Paretic Non-paretic %∆ Non-dominant Dominant %∆ F p F p F p 
Cortical BMC (mg/mm)         
Male  106.0±18.7 111.2±14.1 -4.8±11.2† 103.0±16.7 106.7±15.2 -3.6±4.7† 8.266 0.006* 0.656 0.422 0.245 0.623 
Female  65.8±20.5 73.7±16.1 -11.7±15.9† 74.9±9.3 75.1±9.9 -0.0±5.3 9.376 0.004* 1.299 0.260 8.534 0.005* 
All 86.2±28.1 92.7±24.1 -8.2±14.1† 88.9±19.5 90.9±20.4 -1.8±5.3 17.233 <0.001* 0.008 0.929 5.093 0.026* 
Cortical vBMD (mg/cm2)         
Male  1195.4±36.0 1208.6±28.2 -1.1±2.4† 1196.6±30.8 1197.4±24.8 -0.1±1.5 3.362 0.073 0.355 0.554 2.612 0.113 
Female  1147.9±82.0 1180.6±67.2 -2.9±4.4† 1189.4±43.2 1185.9±45.3 0.3±1.2 6.831 0.012* 1.509 0.225 10.522 0.002* 
All 1172.0±66.9 1194.8±52.8 -2.0±3.4† 1193.0±37.1 1162.2±188.2 0.1±1.4 9.681 0.002* 0.683 0.411 12.263 0.001* 
Total area (mm2)            
Male  133.1±13.3 133.4±12.4 -0.2±6.6 159.8±148.1 163.8±140.0 -4.8±14.0 1.520 0.224 1.304 0.259 1.118 0.296 
Female  99.8±12.0 99.8±13.6 0.2±3.9 123.5±111.2 117.2±83.8 1.3±8.4 1.591 0.213 1.403 0.242 1.577 0.215 
All 116.7±21.0 116.9±21.3 0.0±5.4 141.6±130.3 140.5±116.0 -1.8±11.8 0.106 0.746 2.428 0.122 0.178 0.674 
Cortical area (mm2)            
Male  88.3±14.1 91.9±11.0 -4.0±10.1 86.3±13.6 89.0±11.9 -0.9±5.7† 6.993 0.011* 0.474 0.495 0.114 0.738 
Female  56.5±14.9 62.0±11.5 -11.2±15.5† 62.9±6.9 63.3±7.2 0.4±5.0 8.862 0.005* 1.301 0.260 6.834 0.012* 
All 72.7±21.5 77.2±18.8 -7.6±13.5† 74.6±15.9 76.1±16.3 -0.3±5.3 15.214 <0.001* 0.012 0.913 3.680 0.058 
Marrow cavity area (mm2)           
Male 44.8±11.2 41.5±9.2 8.1±22.3 73.49±140.7 74.8±133.3 1.0±14.3 0.391 0.534 1.710 0.197 2.024 0.161 
Female 43.3±15.6 37.8±13.4 17.6±22.6† 60.6±111.6 54.0±84.0 3.0±15.8 5.188 0.027* 0.044 0.835 0.044 0.835 
All 44.0±13.4 39.7±11.5 12.6±22.8† 67.1±125.2 64.4±110.2 2.0±14.3 5.158 0.025* 2.654 0.107 0.291 0.591 
Cortical thickness (mm)            
Male 2.77±0.45 2.88±0.36 -3.9±11.4 2.67±0.29 2.79±0.25 -3.8±7.5 6.487 0.014* <0.001 0.990 <0.001 0.990 
Female 1.97±0.59 2.21±0.45 -14.2±18.9† 2.28±0.29 2.29±0.32 0.0±5.1 8.874 0.005* 2.129 0.151 8.025 0.007* 
All 2.38±0.65 2.55±0.53 -9.0±16.3† 2.48±0.35 2.54±0.38 -1.9±6.6 14.673 <0.001* 0.171 0.680 3.635 0.060 
p-SSI (mm3)            
Male 285.3±54.1 298.6±46.7 -4.7±10.1† 288.0±78.1 291.0±70.7 -1.3±7.7 3.709 0.060 0.020 0.888 1.478 0.230 
Female 166.4±43.1 177.4±36.6 -7.2±13.1† 179.8±22.7 175.9±27.9 3.2±11.6 1.108 0.298 0.334 0.566 4.899 0.032* 
All 226.8±77.1 239.0±73.9 -5.9±11.6† 233.9±78.9 233.5±78.9 1.0±10.0 4.734 0.032* 0.002 0.961 5.494 0.021* 
Significant side × group interaction effect was found in cortical BMC, cortical vBMD, and p-SSI (Cortical BMC: cortical bone mineral content; Cortical vBMD: 
cortical volumetric bone mineral density; p-SSI: polar stress-strain index 
 Data are mean ± SD indicated 
%∆ percent side-to-side difference 
*Statistically significant results (two-way ANOVA with repeated measures, p<0.05) 
† Statistically significant difference between the two sides (post-hoc paired t-test, p<0.025) 
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3.5 Comparison of Neuromuscular Parameters 

The hand grip strength on the paretic side was significantly lower by 44.5% when 

compared with the non-paretic side, indicating substantial paresis on the affected side (Table 10). 

In contrast, although the control group also demonstrated a significant difference in hand-grip 

strength between the dominant and non-dominant sides, the magnitude of the difference was 

significantly smaller (6.9%). The mean FMA score was 46 out of 66, indicating moderate 

impairment (Table 11). The majority of the subjects did not have severe spasticity in the affected 

upper extremity. Twelve stroke subjects (18.5%) had a MAS score of ≥2, with only 2 of these 

subjects (3.1%) obtaining a MAS score of ≥3. Given the prominent sensorimotor impairment, it 

was not surprising that the mean MAL score was only at 3.2, indicating moderate disuse of the 

affected upper extremity. The secondary analysis revealed that the female stroke subjects had a 

significantly lower FMA score (p=0.002) but higher MAS score (p=0.020) than the male stroke 

subjects. 

 

Table 10. Comparison of grip strength data 
 
Parameter Stroke group (n=65) 

 
Control group (n=34) 

 
Paretic Non-paretic  p Non-dominant  Dominant  p 

Grip strength (kg)       

Male 20.3±11.1 30.8±6.7 <0.001* 29.3±6.2 32.2±7.0 
 

<0.001* 

Female 6.4±7.3 17.5±5.1 <0.001* 21.6±5.1 20.8±4.0 0.138 

All 13.45±11.65 24.25±8.97 <0.001* 25.1±6.7 26.9±8.1 <0.001* 

The grip strength on the paretic side was significantly lower than the non-paretic side in the stroke group. The side-
to-side difference in the control group was much smaller.  
Data are mean ± SD.  
*Statistically significant (paired t-test, p<0.025). 
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Table 11. Other neuromuscular impairments in the stroke group 
 
Parameter All Male Female p 
MAS     

(0/1/1+/2/3/4), n  25/16/12/10/2/0 17/8/4/3/1/0 8/8/8/7/1/0 --- 

      Median±IQR 1.0±1.5 0.0±1.25 1.25±1.63 0.020* 

FMA (0-66) 46.00±20.31 53.7±15.9 38.1±21.5 0.002† 

MAL (0-5) 3.17±1.75 3.57±1.52 2.75±1.89 0.059 

Overall, the subjects in the stroke group had moderate motor impairment and disuse in the paretic upper extremity. 
Only a small proportion of subjects had severe spasticity (MAS =  Modified Ashworth Scale; FMA = Fugl-Meyer 
motor assessment; MAL = Motor Activity Log). 
Data are mean ± SD unless otherwise indicated. 
*Statistically significant (Mann Whitney U test, p<0.05 
 † Statistically significant (independent t- test, p<0.05);  
 

 

3.6 Comparison of Cardiovascular Parameters 

Regarding the various cardiovascular-related measures, the 6MWT distance recorded in 

the stroke group was significantly shorter than that in controls, indicating impaired walking 

endurance (p<0.001). The mean VO2 during the 6MWT was also significantly lower in the stroke 

group than controls (p<0.001). There was no significant between-group difference in other 

cardiovascular measures, except a significantly lower C2 value in the female stroke group 

(p=0.020) (Table 12). 

Separate analyses were performed for those with ischemic stroke and those with 

hemorrhagic stroke. No significant difference was found in the cardiovascular measures between 

these two sub-groups of patients after stroke (p=0.125-0.937). In addition, their cardiovascular 

measures were not significantly different from the control group, regardless of whether the stroke 

was ischemic or hemorrhagic in nature (p>0.05). 
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  Table 12. Comparison of cardiovascular parameters 
 

Parameters Stroke group 
(n=65) 

Control group 
(n=34) 

p 
 

 male female all male female all  

C1 (mL/mmHg × 10) 14.72±4.94 12.58±5.52 13.63±5.30 15.9±45.77 13.52±4.46 14.74±5.23 0.339 

C1(Abnormal/borderline/normal),n 0/6/27 1/10/21 1/16/48 0/1/16 0/3/14 0/4/30 0.164 

C2 (mL/mmHg × 100) 5.95±4.07 3.29±2.06 4.64±3.48 4.98±1.90 4.86±2.40 4.92±2.13 0.676 

C2 (Abnormal/borderline/normal),n 15/5/13 21/6/5 36/11/18 9/5/3 3/5/9 12/10/12 0.918 
 

CI (L/min/m2) 2.41±0.70 2.61±0.68 2.51±0.69 2.70±1.94 2.42±0.66 2.56±1.44 0.801 

SI (mL/beat/m2) 38.43±11.32 40.20±9.68 39.30±10.50 39.87±25.70 39.55±8.14 39.71±18.77 0.890 

6MWT distance (m) 318.39±108.11 214.05±116.76 267.02±123.33 445.06±50.29 446.56±53.09 445.81±50.93 <0.001* 

VO2 during 6MWT (mL/kg/min) 12.82±3.13 10.67±3.12 11.76±3.28 14.76±4.54 15.22±3.36 14.99±3.94 <0.001* 

Significant difference in 6MWT distance and VO2 rate during 6MWT was found between the stroke and control groups (C1 = large artery elasticity index; C2 
= small artery elasticity index; CI = cardiac index; SI = stroke index; 6MWT = 6 minute walking test; VO2 = oxygen consumption). 
Data are mean ± SD 
*Statistically significant (independent t-tests, p<0.025) 
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3.7 First line of Correlation Analysis: Association of Absolute Bone Parameters with 

Neuromuscular and Cardiovascular Function in Stroke Group 

Bivariate correlation analyses were first performed to assess the degree of association of 

DXA-derived aBMD values and pQCT-derived bone strength indices with indicators of muscle 

and cardiovascular function (Table 13). It was clear that sensorimotor impairments were highly 

associated with the various key bone parameters. FMA, grip strength, and MAL had significant, 

positive correlations with aBMD in all the measured forearm regions (i.e., ultradistal, mid-, 1/3, 

and total forearm), and with the bone strength indices measured at the 4% (i.e., CBSI) and 33% 

radius sites (i.e., p-SSI), indicating that those individuals with better motor recovery and muscle 

strength and more frequent use of the affected upper limb tended to have higher aBMD and bone 

strength index values. On the other hand, negative associations of the bone parameters with MAS 

score were identified, demonstrating that more severe spasticity was related to lower aBMD and 

bone strength indices. 

Among the various cardiovascular parameters, C1 and C2 showed a significant, positive 

correlation with all the key bone parameters, whereas CI, SI, and VO2 rate during the 6MWT had 

no significant relationship with any of the bone parameters. 
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Table 13. Association of absolute values of bone parameters with neuromuscular and 

cardiovascular function 

Areal bone mineral density of different forearm subregions and bone strength indices of the radius were significantly 
correlated to all neuromuscular variables measured,  C1 and C2 (MAS = Modified Ashworth Scale; MAL = Motor 
Activity Log; FMA = Fugl-Meyer motor assessment; CI = cardiac index; SI = stroke index; VO2 =  oxygen 
consumption; 6MWT = 6 minute walking test; C1 = large artery elasticity index; C2 = small artery elasticity index). 
*Statistically significant (Pearson’s r or Spearman’s rho, p<0.05) 
 
 

3.8 First Set of Regression Analyses: Predicting Absolute Forearm aBMD and Radius 

Bone Strength Index Values on the Paretic Side 

Multiple regression analyses were performed to identify the determinants of aBMD of the four 

forearm regions (i.e., ultradistal, mid, 1/3, and total), and bone strength indices in the radius 

epiphysis (i.e., CBSI), and diaphysis (i.e., p-SSI) on the paretic side. To check for 

multicollinearity, bivariate correlation analyses were first performed to determine the degree of 

association between the stroke impairment variables. It was found that MAL, MAS, FMA, grip 

strength were highly correlated with each other (r > 0.5) (Appendix 9). Therefore, separate 

 Areal bone mineral density (DXA) Bone strength index (pQCT) 

Parameters Ultradistal 
forearm  

 

Mid-
forearm  

 

1/3-
forearm  

 

Total 
forearm  

 

CBSI 
  

p-SSI 
 

MAS  -0.361* -0.346* -0.344* -0.362* -0.412* -0.331* 

MAL 0.340* 0.331* 0.291* 0.333* 0.342* 0.258* 

FMA 0.339* 0.364* 0.378* 0.375* 0.462* 0.377* 

Grip strength 0.531* 0.592* 0.613* 0.607* 0.689* 0.712* 

CI 0.098 0.075 -0.023 0.052 0.064 -0.032 

SI 0.092 0.184 0.171 0.163 0.059 0.119 

VO2 during 6MWT  0.081 0.102 0.140 0.109 0.112 0.214 

C1 0.289* 0.365* 0.401* 0.371* 0.332* 0.417* 

C2 0.393* 0.505* 0.476* 0.496* 0.517* 0.497* 
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regression analyses were used to identify the relative contributions of individual neuromuscular 

impairments to the dependent variable. In all regression analyses, relevant variables such as age, 

sex, BMI, and post-stroke duration were forced into the regression model first, followed by the 

stroke impairments that showed significant bivariate correlations with the dependent variable 

 

3.8.1 Determinants of Ultradistal Forearm aBMD 

Regression analyses were performed to identify the significant determinants of ultradistal 

aBMD of the forearm on the paretic side (Appendix 10). After accounting for age, sex, BMI, and 

post-stroke duration, MAS (model 1), MAL (model 3), and grip strength (model 4) remained 

independently associated with ultradistal aBMD. These models explained a total of 51.6-54.8% 

of the variance in ultradistal aBMD. There was a tendency for the FMA score (model 2) to be 

associated with ultradistal forearm aBMD (p=0.099). Although C1 and C2 had significant 

association with ultradistal forearm aBMD in bivariate correlation analysis, their effects were 

diminished in multivariate analysis (p>0.50). 

 

3.8.2 Determinants of Mid-forearm aBMD 

Regressions analyses were performed to identify the determinants of aBMD of the mid-

forearm region on the paretic side (Appendix 11). After accounting for age, sex, BMI, and years 

after stroke onset, MAS (model 1) and grip strength (model 4) remained independently 

associated with mid-region aBMD (p<0.05) (Appendix 11). The total variance accounted for in 

these models varied from 64.3% to 66.5%. On the other hand, there was a trend for the FMA 

score (model 2) (p=0.059) and MAL score (model 3) (p=0.073) to be associated with mid-
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forearm aBMD, after adjusting for other relevant factors. C1 and C2 were not independently 

associated with the mid-forearm aBMD (p>0.20). 

 

3.8.3 Determinants of 1/3 Forearm aBMD  

Appendix 12 shows the results of the regression analyses for predicting aBMD of the 1/3 

forearm region on the paretic side. After accounting for age, sex, BMI, and years after stroke 

onset, MAS (model 1) and grip strength (model 4) remained independently associated with 

aBMD of the 1/3 forearm region, accounting for a total of 63.1-64.8% of the variance (p<0.05). 

There was also a trend for the FMA score to be associated with aBMD of the 1/3 forearm region 

(model 2) (p=0.082). MAL score, on the other hand, was not significantly correlated with aBMD 

of the 1/3 forearm region, after adjusting for other relevant factors (model 3) (p=0.318). Similar 

to the other two sub-regions of the forearm, C1 and C2 were not independently associated with 

aBMD of the 1/3 region of the paretic forearm. 

 

3.8.4 Determinants of Total Forearm aBMD 

Multiple regression analyses showed that MAS (model 1) and grip strength (model 4) 

remained independently associated with total BMD of paretic forearm after accounting for the 

effects of age, sex, BMI and post-stroke duration, accounting for a total of 65.2-67.5% of the 

variance (p<0.05) (Appendix 13). There was also a tendency for a positive association of the 

total forearm aBMD with FMA (model 2) (p=0.054) and MAL scores (model 3) (p=0.077). No 

significant association was identified between total forearm aBMD and C1 and C2 in multivariate 

analysis. 
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3.8.5 Determinants of CBSI at the Distal Radius Epiphysis 

After accounting for age, sex, BMI, and years after stroke onset, MAS (Appendix 14, 

model 1), FMS (model 2), and grip strength (model 4) remained independently associated with 

CBSI at 4% site of radius. These models explained 64.3-67.3% of the variance in CBSI (p<0.05) 

(Appendix 14). The associations of CBSI with MAL score (model 3), C1, and C2 were no longer 

significant after adjusting for the effects of other relevant factors (p>0.05). 

 

3.8.6 Determinants of p-SSI of the Radius Diaphysis 

After accounting for age, sex, BMI, and years after stroke onset, grip strength was 

independently associated with p-SSI at the 33% site of radius (model 4). In addition, C1 was 

independently associated with p-SSI in regression model 2 (p<0.05). There was also a tendency 

for the C1 to be associated with p-SSI in the other three regression models with marginal 

significance level (p=0.055-0.058). MAS, FMS, and MAL scores, on the other hand, were not 

significantly associated with p-SSI after accounting for the relevant factors (p>0.05) (Appendix 

15). These models accounted for 73.5-77.8% of the variance in p-SSI. 

 

3.9 Second Line of Correlation Analysis: Association of Percent Side-to-side Difference 

of Bone Parameters with Neuromuscular and Cardiovascular Function in Stroke Group 

To further explore the association of stroke impairments with upper extremity bone status, 

a second line of correlation analyses was conducted. The dependent variable was now the 

percent side-to-side difference values in bone parameters, rather than the absolute values 
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obtained on the paretic side (Table 14). Most of the measured sensorimotor impairments were 

highly associated with the various key bone parameters. Specifically, FMA, percent side-to-side 

difference in grip strength, and MAL had significant, positive correlations with percent side-to-

side difference in DXA-derived aBMD values, and pQCT-derived bone strength indices. In 

addition, negative associations between percent side-to-side difference in the various bone 

parameters and MAS were found, reflecting that more severe spasticity was related to greater 

side-to-side difference of aBMD and bone strength indices. 

 

Table 14. Correlation between percent side-to-side difference in bone parameters and 
neuromuscular and cardiovascular function 
 

 
The percent side-to-side difference in areal bone mineral density of different forearm subregions and bone strength 
indices of the radius were significantly related to all neuromuscular variables measured (%∆ = Percent side-to-side 
difference, DXA = dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry ; pQCT = peripheral quantitative computed tomography; 
CBSI = compressive bone strength index ; p-SSI = polar stress-strain index ; MAS =  Modified Ashworth Scale; 
MAL = Motor Activity Log; FMA: Fugl-Meyer motor assessment; CI = cardiac index; SI = stroke index; VO2 =  
oxygen consumption; C1 = large artery elasticity index; C2 = small artery elasticity index). 
*Statistically significant (Pearson’s r or Spearman’s rho, p<0.05) 
 
 
 

Similar to the results yielded in the first line of correlation analysis, CI, SI, and VO2 were 

not significantly related to the percent side-to-side difference in any of the bone parameters of 

 Percent side-to-side difference (%Δ) 
 Areal bone mineral density (DXA) Bone strength index 

(pQCT) 
Parameter Ultradistal 

forearm  
 

Mid-
forearm  

 

1/3-
forearm  

 

Total 
forearm  

 

CBSI 
 

p-SSI 
 

MAS  -0.411* -0.583* -0.341* -0.584* -0.576* -0.180 
MAL 0.410* 0.497* 0.273* 0.512* 0.523* 0.353* 
FMA 0.353* 0.553* 0.392* 0.566* 0.532* 0.286* 
 %Δ grip strength 0.393* 0.639* 0.461* 0.663* 0.634* 0.382* 
CI 0.152 0.056 0.009 0.056 -0.005 0.048 
SI -0.044 0.086 0.205 0.080 -0.011 0.112 
VO2 0.060 -0.089 0.147 -0.057 -0.127 0.061 
C1 0.033 0.237 0.297* 0.246* 0.188 0.343* 
C2 0.134 0.271* 0.261* 0.288* 0.275* 0.228 
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interest. C1 showed a significant, positive correlation with percent side-to-side difference of 1/3-

forearm aBMD, total forearm aBMD and p-SSI. C2 showed a significant, positive correlation 

with percent side-to-side difference of mid-forearm aBMD, 1/3-forearm aBMD, total forearm 

aBMD, and CBSI. 

 
 

3.10 Second Set of Regression Analyses: Predicting Percent Side-to-side Difference in 

Forearm aBMD and Radius Bone Strength Indices on the Paretic Side  

Multiple regression analyses were performed to identify the determinants of percent side-

to-side difference of aBMD of the four forearm regions (i.e., ultradistal, mid, 1/3, and total), and 

bone strength indices in the radius epiphysis (i.e., CBSI), and diaphysis (i.e., p-SSI) on the 

paretic side. To check for multicollinearity, bivariate correlation analyses were performed to 

determine the degree of association of the percent side-to-side difference of the grip strength 

with stroke impairment variables. It was found that the percent side-to-side difference of grip 

strength was highly correlated with other motor impairments (i.e., MAL, MAS, FMA) (r > 0.5), 

but not the cardiovascular indexes (r < 0.5) (Appendix 16). 

 
  

 

3.10.1 Determinants of Percent Side-to-side Difference of Ultradistal Forearm aBMD 

Regression analyses were performed to identify the significant determinants of percent 

side-to-side difference of ultradistal forearm aBMD (Appendix 17). After accounting for age, sex, 

BMI, and post-stroke duration, MAL (model 2), FMA (model 3), and percent side-to-side 

difference in grip strength (model 4) remained independently associated with percent side-to-side 
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difference in ultradistal forearm aBMD. These models explained a total of 19.0-23.5% of the 

variance in percent side-to-side difference of ultradistal forearm aBMD. There was a tendency 

for the MAS group (model 1) to be associated with percent side-to-side difference of ultradistal 

forearm aBMD (p=0.067). 

 

3.10.2 Determinants of Percent Side-to-side Difference in Mid-forearm aBMD 

Regressions analyses were performed to identify the determinants of percent side-to-side 

difference in aBMD of the mid-forearm region (Appendix 18). After accounting for age, sex, 

BMI, and years after stroke onset, MAS (model 1), FMS score (model 2), MAL score (model 3) 

and grip strength (model 4) remained independently associated with percent side-to-side 

difference of mid-region aBMD (p<0.01). The total variance accounted for in these models 

ranged from 36.6% to 51.8%. Among the various neuromuscular impairments, grip strength was 

the most powerful determinant (model 4), as reflected by the large R2 change (0.289) and beta 

values (0.663), compared with the other three regression models. In none of these regression 

models did C2 demonstrate significant associations with the percent side-to-side difference of 

mid-forearm aBMD.  

 

3.10.3 Determinants of Percent Side-to-side Difference in 1/3 Forearm aBMD 

Appendix 19 shows the results of the regression analyses for predicting percent side-to-

side difference of BMD of the 1/3 forearm region on the paretic side. After accounting for age, 

sex, BMI, and years after stroke onset, MAS (model 1), FMS (model 2), and percent side-to-side 

difference in grip strength (model 4) remained independently associated with percent side-to-side 

difference of aBMD of the 1/3 forearm region, accounting for a total of 30.7 and 37.7% of the 
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variance (p<0.05), respectively. MAL score, on the other hand, was not significantly correlated 

with percent side-to-side difference of BMD of the 1/3 forearm region, after adjusting for other 

relevant factors (model 3) (p=0.510). Similar to the other two subregions of the forearm, C1 and 

C2 were not independently associated with percent side-to-side difference in aBMD of the 1/3 

forearm region. 

 

3.10.4 Determinants of Percent Side-to-side Difference in Total Forearm aBMD 

Multiple regression analyses showed that MAS (model 1), FMA score (model 2), MAL 

score (model 3) and grip strength (model 4) remained independently associated with percent 

side-to-side difference of total aBMD after accounting for the relevant factors, accounting for a 

total of 38.6-58.2% of the variance (p<0.05) (Appendix 20). Among the four neuromuscular 

impairments measured, grip strength was the most important determinant of total forearm aBMD, 

as reflected by the magnitude of its beta value of 0.687), which was greater than that of the MAS, 

FMA and MAL (0.385-0.492). No significant association was identified between the percent 

side-to-side difference of total forearm aBMD and C1 and C2. 

 

3.10.5 Determinants of Percent Side-to-side Difference in CBSI at the Radius Epiphysis 

After accounting for age, sex, BMI, and years after stroke onset, FMA (model 2), MAL 

score (model 3) and percent side-to-side difference in grip strength (model 4) remained 

independently associated with the percent side-to-side difference of CBSI at 4% site of radius. 

Model 4 using grip strength as the predictor variable explained the most variance in percent side-

to-side difference of CBSI (R2=0.483, p<0.05) (Appendix 21).  There was also a tendency for the 

MAS (model 1) to be associated with percent side-to-side difference of CBSI (p=0.066). The 
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cardiovascular parameter—namely, C2—was not significantly associated with the percent side-

to-side difference of CBSI in multivariate analysis. 

 

3.10.6 Determinants of Percent Side-to-side Difference in p-SSI at the Radius Diaphysis 

After accounting for age, sex, BMI, and years after stroke onset, only grip strength was 

independently associated with percent side-to-side difference in p-SSI at the 33% site of radius 

(model 3), explaining 32.7% of the variance. FMA, and MAL scores, on the other hand, were not 

significantly associated with percent side-to-side difference in p-SSI after accounting for the 

relevant factors (p>0.05) (Appendix 22). C1 was not a significant determinant of the percent side-

to-side difference in p-SSI (p>0.05). 

 

 

3.11 Summary of Results on Regression Analyses 

 Overall, multiple regression analyses showed that aside from basic demographic factors 

such as age and sex, the neuromuscular impairments played a more predominant role in 

determining the paretic forearm aBMD and bone strength indices than the cardiovascular 

measures. In particular, grip strength stood out as the most powerful determinant of these bone 

parameters. The results of the regression analyses for DXA-derived aBMD variables are 

summarized in Table 15 and Table 16, respectively.  
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Table 15. The significant determinants identified in regression analyses: DXA 

 Dependent variable 

 Paretic forearm aBMD (g/cm2) %∆ forearm aBMD 

 Ultradistal mid 1/3 Total Ultradistal mid 1/3 Total 

Predictor variables 

Demographics  
Age  √ √ √ √  √ √ √ 
Sex  √ √ √ √     
BMI         
Post-stroke duration        

Neuromuscular        
MAS  √ √ √ √  √ √ √ 
FMA     √ √ √ √ 
MAL √    √ √  √ 
Grip strength √ √ √ √ NA NA NA NA 
%∆Grip strength NA NA NA NA √ √ √ √ 

Cardiovascular        
CI         
SI         
C1         
C2         
VO2         
Grip strength was identified as a significant determinant of the dependent variables in all regression models (%∆ 
Percent side-to-side difference = aBMD: areal bone mineral density; MAS =  Modified Ashworth Scale; MAL = 
motor activity log; FMA = Fugl-Meyer motor assessment; CI = cardiac index; SI = stroke index; C1 = large artery 
elasticity index; C2 = small artery elasticity index; VO2 =  oxygen consumption; NA = Not applicable; √ = 
Significant determinant of the dependent variable). 
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Table 16. The significant determinants identified in regression analyses: pQCT 

 Dependent variable 

 Radius epiphysis (4% site) Radius diaphysis (33% site) 

 Paretic side CBSI 

(in g2/cm4) 

%∆ Paretic side 

CBSI 

Paretic side p-SSI 

(in mm3) 

%∆ Paretic side 

p-SSI 

Predictor  variables 

Demographics 
Age  √  √  
Sex  √  √  
BMI     
Post-stroke duration √  √ 

Neuromuscular 
MAS  √    
FMA √  √  
MAL   √  
Grip strength √ √ NA NA 
%∆Grip strength NA NA √ √ 

Cardiovascular    
CI     
SI     
C1   √  
C2     
VO2     
Grip strength was identified as a significant determinant of the dependent variables in all regression models (%∆ 
Percent side-to-side difference = aBMD: areal bone mineral density; MAS =  Modified Ashworth Scale; MAL = 
motor activity log; FMA = Fugl-Meyer motor assessment; CI = cardiac index; SI = stroke index; C1 = large artery 
elasticity index; C2 = small artery elasticity index; VO2 =  oxygen consumption; NA = Not applicable; √ = 
Significant determinant of the dependent variable). 
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4.1 Pronounced Side-to-side Difference in Areal Bone Mineral Density Measured by DXA  

The degree of bone loss in the paretic upper extremity can be estimated by comparing the 

bone mineral levels between the paretic and non-paretic sides. In this study, we found a 

significant side-to-side difference in aBMD (5%-10%) in all measured regions of the forearm in 

the stroke group (Table 7).  Our results thus extend the findings from previous cross-sectional 

studies, which showed that individuals with chronic stroke had compromised aBMD in other 

skeletal sites of the hemiparetic upper extremity, including the total arm (Hamdy et al., 1993; 

Iversen et al., 1989; Pang et al., 2005a), and proximal humerus (Jørgensen et al., 2000).  The 

magnitude of the side-to-side differences in aBMD values reported in this study is also 

comparable with what was previously reported in the chronic stroke population.  For example, 

Pang et al. (2005a) reported a 4.5% side-to-side difference in total arm aBMD in a sample of 56 

older individuals with chronic stroke (mean post-stroke duration = 197 weeks). Using dual 

photon absorptiometry, Hamdy et al. (1993) showed that an 8% side-to-side difference existed in 

the total arm aBMD in a sample of 30 subjects with chronic stroke (mean post-stroke duration = 

484 weeks).  

Few studies have employed a prospective design to examine the aBMD changes in the 

paretic upper extremity among patients in the chronic stage of stroke recovery (Jørgensen& 

Jacobsen, 2001; Ramnemark et al., 1999a, 1999b). The extent of changes varied greatly, 

depending on the skeletal sites measured and subject characteristics. For example, it has been 

demonstrated that the one-year reduction of aBMD in the humerus (17.4%) is much higher than 

that in the total arm (7.6%) in the same group of stroke subjects (Ramnemark et al., 1999b). Only 

one study has examined the aBMD of the ultradistal radius in the chronic stage of stroke 

recovery. Ramnemark et al. (1999b) showed that the ultradistal radius region sustained a 
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significant 8.6% decline in aBMD whereas the non-paretic side had a significant 5.5% increase 

in the same variable within the first year following the onset of stroke. Such differential changes 

in the paretic and non-paretic sides resulted in a 15.7% side-to-side difference in aBMD when 

measured 12 months post-stroke. In comparison, the side-to-side difference in the ultradistal 

region of the forearm in our stroke subjects was less (9.6%), despite the fact that our subjects 

were more chronic (mean post-stroke duration = 47.8 months).  The difference in results was 

probably due to the difference in subject characteristics. First, their subjects were relatively older 

(mean age = 77) than ours (mean age = 60). The difference in severity of hemiparesis may also 

explain the different results. The subjects in Ramnemark et al. (1999b) were more severely 

impaired (Morticity Index score = 45/100) than ours (mean FMA score = 46/66).   

The side-to-side difference in bone mineral levels observed in our stroke group could not 

be explained by hand dominance. First, our analysis showed that there was no significant 

relationship between hand dominance and the side of paresis. Second, the side-to-side difference 

in aBMD in the stroke group (5-10%) was much greater than that in the control group (0-2%). 

The hand dominance-related difference in aBMD observed in our control group was consistent 

with the results found by Taaffe et al. (1994), who reported a significant but small difference in 

total arm aBMD (1.0%) between the dominant and non-dominant sides in elderly women. 

Overall, the results of this study have clearly demonstrated the deleterious effect of stroke on 

aBMD in the hemiparetic forearm.  

 

4.2 Pronounced Side-to-side Difference in Volumetric Bone Mineral Density, Bone 

Geometry, and Bone Strength Indices of the Radius Measured by pQCT  
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Along with bone density, bone geometry is an important determinant of bone strength 

(Burr & Turner 2003; Frost, 2003). Using pQCT, this study provides insight into the influence of 

stroke on both bone density and geometry at the radius epiphysis and diaphysis. 

 

4.2.1 Radius Distal Epiphysis 

At the 4% site of the radius (distal epiphysis), the paretic side had significantly lower 

total vBMD (10.5%) and trabecular vBMD (11.4%) than the non-paretic side. Only two studies 

have used pQCT to examine vBMD at the radius distal epiphysis (Ashe et al., 2006; Lazoura et 

al., 2008) and in general, their results are consistent with what is reported in this study.  In a 

small sample of 15 chronic stroke patients, Ashe et al. (2006) reported a significantly lower total 

vBMD (15%) at the 4% site of the radius on the paretic side. Lazoura et al. (2008) also showed 

that at one-year post-stroke, the trabecular vBMD at the 4% site of the radius on the paretic side 

was 14% lower than that on the non-paretic side. The most interesting finding of the study, 

however, is that no significant side-to-side difference in total area was found in the stroke group, 

just as in the control group. A similar finding was also reported by Ashe et al. (2006), based on 

data from 13 patients after chronic stroke. Taken together, the results may indicate that the 

overall bone size is relatively preserved on the paretic side, despite the decline in vBMD. This 

observation is distinctly different from the bone changes associated with aging, which are 

characterized by the reduction of vBMD with a concomitant increase in total area (Ahlborg et al., 

2003; Riggs et al., 2004). For example, in a population-based study of age differences in bone 

properties using pQCT, Riggs et al. (2004) found that although the total vBMD at the distal 

radius was reduced by 28-30% between 20 and 90 years of age, the total area increased by 
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approximately 15%. Since the CBSI is proportional to the load-bearing area of the bone, the 

increase in total area would increase bone strength against compressive forces. It is thought that 

the increase in total area is a compensatory mechanism to offset the detrimental effect of vBMD 

decline in bone strength during the aging process (Riggs et al., 2004). This results obtained in the 

distal radius epiphysis in our stroke patients seemed to be distinct from that observed in aging.  

Despite the preservation of the total area on the paretic side, the CBSI remained 

significantly lower than on the non-paretic side by 17.8%, owing to the effects of compromised 

total vBMD. The lower CBSI denotes reduced ability of the bone segment to resist compressive 

loads, which may, in turn, increase the risk of fracture. Only one study has examined the bone 

strength index at the radius distal epiphysis in stroke patients, although geometric properties 

were not specifically reported.  Based on a sample of 67 patients after stroke, Lazoura et al. 

(2008) showed that p-SSI was reduced by 28.6% and 19.2% within the first year post-stroke in 

male and female subjects, respectively. However, the non-paretic side also sustained a 

corresponding reduction in p-SSI of 11.5% and 6.1% in male and female subjects, respectively. 

Such changes resulted in a side-to-side difference in the p-SSI of 26.5% and 28.2% in male and 

female stroke patients, respectively, at 12 months post-stroke. The extent of side-to-side 

difference in the bone strength index at the radius epiphysis reported in their study seemed to be 

greater than that observed in this study. However, it is difficult to compare our findings with 

theirs. Firstly, details on upper extremity function in their subjects were not documented, 

whereas a thorough examination of neuromuscular and cardiovascular function was included in 

our study protocol. Secondly, a different bone strength index was used.  The CBSI was used in 

this study, whereas the p-SSI (a torsional bone strength index) was used in Lazoura et al. (2008). 

It is more appropriate to use the CBSI rather than the p-SSI for the epiphyseal region, as 
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compressive loads are more predominant at this site than torsional loads are (Hayes, 1997). It has 

been demonstrated in non-disabled older adults that the maximal voluntary isometric, concentric 

or eccentric hand-grip torques can predict only 38-42% of the variance in CBSI at the distal 

radius epiphysis, but these same muscle torques could account for as much as 78-90% of the 

variance in the p-SSI at the radius diaphysis (Frank et al., 2010). Therefore, torsional forces from 

muscle contractions play a less important role in determining bone strength at the radius 

epiphyseal site. 

 

4.2.2 Radius Diaphysis 

The results showed that at the 33% site of the radius, the paretic side showed significantly 

lower values in cortical BMC (8%), cortical vBMD (2%), cortical area (8%), and cortical 

thickness (9%) than the non-paretic side. Such differences were not observed in the control 

subjects. The results thus indicate a possible decline in bone mass in the hemiparetic radius 

diaphysis after stroke, with increased cortical bone porosity and thinning of the cortical shell. 

The findings are in agreement with those of Ashe et al. (2006) and Pang et al. (2007), who also 

examined the radius diaphysis (30% site) in patients after chronic stroke using pQCT and found 

a significant side-to-side difference in cortical BMC, cortical vBMD, cortical area, and cortical 

thickness.  

 The total area demonstrated no significant side-to-side difference in patients after 

chronic stroke, indicating relative preservation of overall bone size, a finding similar to what was 

reported by Ashe et al. (2006) and Pang et al. (2007). Moreover, we found that the marrow 

cavity area on the paretic side was significantly greater than that on the non-paretic side (Table 
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9). The combination of preservation of total area with enlarged marrow cavity area indicates 

possible endosteal resorption after stroke (i.e., bone loss on the endosteal surface rather than on 

the periosteal surface). These results are in stark contrast with the age-related alterations in 

macrostructure of the long bone mid-shaft. It has been shown that in the diaphyseal site of the 

radius, endosteal resorption (i.e., expansion of the marrow cavity area) is accompanied by 

periosteal apposition (i.e., bone gain on the periosteal surface), leading to outward displacement 

of the cortex and an increase in total area (Ahlborg et al., 2003; Riggs et al., 2004; Szulc et al., 

2006). As adding bone to the periosteal surface would increase the cross-sectional moment of 

inertia, it could partially offset the detrimental effect of endosteal resorption on bone strength 

(Burr & Turner, 2003). There was no evidence of periosteal apposition in the radius diaphyseal 

site among our patients after stroke. Compared with age-related bone changes, endosteal 

resorption without compensatory periosteal apposition after stroke would lead to a more 

compromised p-SSI.  

Due to the cross-sectional nature of the study, we cannot prove that endosteal resorption 

indeed was taking place in our stroke subjects. The side-to-side difference in bone parameters 

detected may be due to bone changes on the paretic side or/and the non-paretic side. Moreover, 

we also cannot rule out the possibility of existence of bone structural adaptation in response to 

stroke-induced bone loss on the paretic side. For example, it is possible that stroke may induce 

bone resorption on both the endosteal and periosteal surfaces. Any compensatory periosteal 

apposition may then be masked by the concomitant stroke-induced periosteal resorption. It 

would require a longitudinal study to confirm the occurrence of endosteal resorption in patients 

after stroke. Although Lazoura et al. (2008) used a longitudinal study design to examine the 

change in p-SSI at the 20% radius site, and found a significant 7.3% decline on the paretic side, 
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changes in geometric properties (i.e., total area, marrow cavity area, cortical thickness) were not 

documented. Therefore, it remains unknown whether bone resorption takes place at the endosteal 

or/and periosteal surface after stroke. 

 

4.3 Comparison between Trabecular and Cortical Bone Sites 

This is the first study to investigate bone density and geometry in different sub-regions of 

the forearm in the same group of patients after chronic stroke. Overall, the greatest side-to-side 

difference in aBMD was found in the ultradistal site (9.6%), followed by the mid forearm (7.4%) 

and 1/3 forearm regions (5.4%). Similarly, the side-to-side difference in the bone strength index 

at the distal epiphysis (17.8%) was also more pronounced than that in the diaphyseal site (5.9%). 

These observations indicate that the trabecular bone site is more sensitive to stroke-related 

impairments than the cortical bone site is, and may partially explain why the radius distal 

epiphysis is a more common site of fracture in individuals with stroke compared with other 

upper extremity skeletal sites (Dennis et al., 2002). A previous study by Lazoura et al. (2008) 

also reported that bone loss is more severe in the trabecular bone site after stroke. Their data 

showed that the 1-year decline in trabecular vBMD at the 4% radius site was 12.3%, whereas 

that in cortical vBMD at the 20% radius site was only 3.5%. Research in other populations has 

also shown more severe bone loss in distal sites of long bones in response to lack of mechanical 

loading. In a study of cosmonauts after spaceflight, it was found that the onset of bone loss at the 

distal tibial epiphysis was earlier than that at the tibial diaphysis. Additionally, the extent of 

microgravity-induced bone loss was greater in the tibial epiphyseal site than in the tibial 

diaphyseal site at the end of a 6-month spaceflight (Vico et al., 2000). It has also been shown in 
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patients with spinal cord injury that the loss in bone mass was also faster and more extensive in 

the tibial epiphysis than in the tibial diaphysis (Eser et al., 2004). 

 

4.4 Sex-related Differences 

Some interesting sex-related differences were found between male and female stroke 

subjects. In general, female stroke subjects tended to demonstrate more compromised bone 

density and bone strength than their male counterparts did (Table 7-9). For example, a significant 

side × group interaction effect for the total forearm aBMD, total vBMD of the 4% radius site, 

and cortical BMC, cortical vBMD and p-SSI at the 33% radius site was detected only in the 

female group. This phenomenon may be explained by several factors. Firstly, most female stroke 

patients in this study were post-menopausal. It is known that at menopause, the level of estradiol 

(the main form of circulating estrogen) is drastically reduced by 90% (Eastell et al., 2003). In 

contrast, the level of androgens in older men is reduced at a much lower rate, at approximately 

1.2% per year (Rosen et al., 2003). The level of testosterone and estrogens (through peripheral 

conversion of testosterone) in older men is thus much higher than that in older women (Falahati-

Nini et al., 2000; Pfeilschifter et al., 1996; Slemenda et al., 1997). Androgens are capable of 

stimulating periosteal bone formation in the rat model (Turner et al., 1990). Although it remains 

uncertain whether androgens can exert a similar effect on bone tissue in humans, it cannot be 

ruled out those higher levels of androgens in our male stroke patients may have resulted in less 

compromised densitometric and geometric bone properties (Pang et al., 2008). Secondly, the 

female stroke patients were more severely impaired than their male counterparts, as reflected by 

a significantly lower mean FMA score and higher MAS score, indicating poorer motor control 

and more severe spasticity (Table 11). These factors may lead to more compromised bone health 
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in the paretic upper extremity in female stroke patients. Our results are in contrast with those of 

Lazoura et al. (2008), who found that male stroke patients sustained greater bone loss than 

females did.  For example, their male subjects suffered a significant decline in p-SSI of 28.6% 

and 7.4% at the 4% and 20% site of the paretic radius, respectively, within the first year post-

stroke. The corresponding decline in female patients after stroke was less, at 19.2 and 7.0%, 

respectively. Perhaps their male patients after stroke were more severely impaired than the 

female group, but unfortunately, information on motor impairment and disuse of the paretic 

upper limb was not documented, thus making interpretation and comparison of the results 

difficult. 

There are also sex-related differences in bone geometry in the tibial diaphysis of patients 

after chronic stroke (Pang et al., 2008). In their male stroke group, the total area displayed no 

side-to-side difference, whereas the marrow cavity area on the paretic side was significantly 

greater than that on the non-paretic side. In the female group, however, the total area on the 

paretic side was significantly smaller than that on the non-paretic side, whereas the marrow 

cavity area demonstrated no significant side-to-side difference (Pang et al., 2008). These findings 

indicate that endosteal resorption in the tibia may be more predominant among male patients 

after stroke, whereas periosteal resorption may be more apparent in female patients after stroke. 

The present study, however, provides no evidence of such phenomenon in the radius diaphysis. 

Although the female subjects tended to have more compromised bone health indicators in the 

paretic radius diaphysis compared with the male subjects, as reflected by the greater side-to-side 

difference in bone parameters, both male and female stroke groups showed a greater marrow 

cavity area on the paretic side, with no significant side-to-side difference in total area. 

Apparently, the gender-related differences in bone structural adaptation post-stroke for a non-
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weight-bearing bone, such as the radius, are distinct from that for a weight-bearing bone, such as 

the tibia. 

 

4.5 Lack of Significant Main Effects of Group 

The overall significant main effect of side was attributable to the remarkable difference 

between the paretic and non-paretic sides in the stroke group, despite that the side-to-side 

difference in the same parameters demonstrated by the control group is much smaller. On the 

other hand, the main effects of Group for all DXA and pQCT parameters were not significant, 

except for total vBMD for women. The lack of significant main effect of group is mainly due to 

the fact that the bone parameters measured on the dominant side of control subjects are not that 

different from those on the non-paretic side of stroke subjects.  The results may indicate that the 

non-paretic side has similar bone health status as in non-disabled controls, despite that the 

physical activity level is significantly lower in the stroke group. Other factors such as genetic 

make-up , dietary habits, may contribute to the lack of between-group difference. The 

comparison of bone parameters between the two sides within the same subjects would provide 

some control of these co-factors that influence bone health. 

The results likely indicate that that the overall bone health condition was not particularly 

compromised prior to stroke, compared with age-matched controls. After the stroke, however, 

the paretic side may have sustained substantial changes in bone density/geometry, which 

accounted for the side-to-side difference in bone parameters in the stroke group, and also the 

significant side × group interaction effect (i.e. the magnitude of side-to-side difference in bone 

parameters is group-dependent). 
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4.6 Determinants of DXA-derived aBMD and pQCT-derived Bone Strength Indices  

One of the objectives of this study was to identify significant determinants of important 

bone parameters in the paretic forearm. Overall, the results showed that, aside from advancing 

age and female gender, neuromuscular factors, including muscle weakness, spasticity and 

chronic disuse, are more important determinants of DXA-derived aBMD and pQCT-derived 

bone strength indices than are cardiovascular factors. 

 

4.6.1 Demographic factors  

BMI and post-stroke duration were entered in the regression model to account for the 

effect of body size and chronicity of stroke.  It was found that BMI and post-stroke duration were 

not significant determinants of aBMD, CBSI and p-SSI. The results are consistent with previous 

studies in stroke. For example, BMI and post-stroke duration were not significantly related to 

percent side-to-side difference in cortical thickness and cortical BMC measured at the radius 

diaphysis in individuals with chronic stroke (Pang et al. 2007). One potential explanation is that 

other factors, such as muscle strength, may have precedence over BMI and post-stroke duration 

in determining the bone density/strength indices. For example, the integrity of bone tissue may 

be better for someone who have had a mild stroke (mild muscle weakness) for 5 years, compared 

with someone who have had a severe stroke (complete paralysis) for 1 year. 

 

4.6.2 Neuromuscular Function 

4.6.2.1 Muscle Weakness  
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Among the various neuromuscular factors, reduced grip strength turned out to be the 

most predominant determinant of the paretic forearm bone health. Firstly, grip strength or 

percent side-to-side difference in grip strength was identified as a significant determinant in all 

the regression models constructed. Secondly, when compared with other neuromuscular 

impairments measured, grip strength contributed the most variance to the dependent variable.  

Muscle weakness is a common symptom after stroke (Nakayama et al., 1994; Parker et 

al., 1986), According to our findings, the hand-grip strength on the paretic side was significantly 

lower (44.5%) than on the non-paretic side, indicating substantial paresis on the affected side. In 

addition to the decrease in central drive due to the disruption of the motor pathways (Mima et al., 

2001), other factors may contribute to the reduced ability to voluntarily generate muscle force, 

including a reduction in the number of functioning motor units (Hara et al., 2000; McComas et 

al., 1973), changes in motor unit recruitment and discharge rate (Frontera et al., 1997; 

Gemperline et al., 1995; Rosenfalck et al., 1980), and muscle atrophy (Iversen et al., 1989; Pang 

et al., 2005a; Ryan et al., 2002). It is well known that muscle contractions provide a good source 

of mechanical strain, which plays an important role in osteogenesis (Robling et al., 2002). 

Reduced muscle loading after a stroke event may thus have a negative impact on bone health.  

Our results thus extend the findings of previous studies in highlighting the intimate 

relationship between bone health and muscle strength in other populations (i.e., the muscle-bone 

unit) (Di Monaco et al., 2000; Frank et al., 2010; Hughes et al., 1995; Osei-Hyiaman et al., 1999; 

Ozdurak et al., 2003). For example, among non-disabled older adults, hand-grip strength was 

significantly related to the bone strength indices at the radius epiphysis and diaphysis (Frank et 

al., 2010). Hand-grip strength was also independently associated with the distal radius BMC (Di 
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Monaco et al., 2000) and metacarpal aBMD (Osei-Hyiaman et al., 1999) in postmenopausal 

women.  

The muscle-bone relationship has also been reported in previous stroke studies. Pang et al. 

(2005a) reported that the composite muscle-strength score of the paretic upper extremity was a 

significant predictor of the paretic total arm BMC in individuals with chronic stroke. Using 

pQCT, Ashe et al. (2006) demonstrated a positive relationship between the composite paretic 

arm muscle score and p-SSI measured at the 30% site of the radius in a small sample of 15 

patients with chronic stroke (R2=0.72). However, Pang et al. (2007) found that the percent side-

to-side difference in paretic arm muscle strength was not correlated with percent side-to-side 

difference in p-SSI in a group of 47 patients after chronic stroke (r=0.224, p>0.05), which is in 

contrast with the results of the present study. Several factors may account for the difference in 

results. Firstly, the paretic arm composite muscle strength score was used in their study, whereas 

the grip-strength score was used here. It is known that muscle weakness is typically more severe 

in the distal part of the extremity than in the proximal part (Adams et al., 1990; Colebatch & 

Gandevia, 1989). It is thus likely that the grip-strength score is a stronger predictor of bone 

parameters of the distal skeletal sites of the upper limb, such as the radius. Secondly, this study 

had a larger sample size. The associated increase in statistical power would increase the ability to 

detect a significant correlation. 

 

4.6.2.2 Motor Function 

 Recovery of motor function, as measured by the FMA score, was significantly associated 

with the paretic radius CBSI and p-SSI and percent side-to-side difference in aBMD of all 

forearm regions. Previous stroke studies have also indicated a positive relationship between 
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BMD and degree of motor recovery (Ashe et al., 2006; Jørgensen & Jacobsen, 2001; Pang et al., 

2007; Prince et al., 1988; Sato et al., 1998). For example, a significant relationship between 

aBMD of the second metacarpal and Brunstrom’s staging was identified by Sato et al. (1998). 

Jørgensen & Jacobsen (2001) also showed that motor function, as measured by the Scandinavian 

Stroke Scale, at baseline was a powerful predictor of 1-year aBMD decline in the proximal 

humerus after stroke. Specifically, those with severe upper-limb motor impairment throughout 

the first year post-stroke suffered a much greater degree of bone loss (25%) than those who had 

recovered (8%). A significant relationship between FMA score and p-SSI (R2=0.38) at the 30% 

site of the radius in patients after chronic stroke was also demonstrated by Ashe et al. (2006). 

Compared with grip strength, the FMA was not as strong a determinant of forearm aBMD and 

radius-bone strength indices. The FMA provides an overall assessment of selective joint 

movements and reflex activity of both proximal and distal parts of the upper limbs, rather than 

the distal part only. In addition, the tasks involved in the FMA do not require a high level of 

muscle force for successful execution. It is also a laboratory-based performance test, which does 

not quantify the actual amount of use of the paretic upper extremity in daily activities. 

 

4.6.2.3 Chronic Disuse 

  In general, our stroke patients did not use their affected upper limb in functional 

activities as frequently as they did prior to the stroke event, as indicated by the compromised 

MAL score. Many stroke patients tend to adopt a compensatory strategy, using only the non-

paretic upper limb to perform daily functional activities (Taub et al., 1993). In the present study, 

the MAL score was identified as one of the significant predictors in some of our regression 

models. Our results are thus in line with a previous study in showing that the MAL score was 
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significantly related to the side-to-side difference in cortical BMC and cortical thickness of the 

30% site of the radius in patients after chronic stroke (Pang et al, 2007). Again, compared with 

grip strength, the MAL was not as strong a determinant of the bone parameters of interest. It may 

be related to the fact that the 30 functional tasks included in the MAL were predominantly light 

functional activities (e.g., brushing teeth, opening doors), whereas testing of grip strength 

requires maximal effort from the patient.  

 

4.6.2.4 Spasticity  

The MAS score remained independently associated with most of the forearm aBMD 

parameters and CBSI of the paretic radius, after accounting for the effects of other relevant 

factors. The relationship is negative, indicating those with more severe spasticity tend to have 

more compromised aBMD and CBSI.  However, the MAS was not significantly associated with 

p-SSI in multivariate analysis (p = 0.496). Previous studies on spasticity and bone health also 

reported conflicting results. It has been shown that in patients with spinal cord injury, patients 

with flaccid paralysis had more bone loss than those with spastic paralysis did (Wilmet et al., 

1995). Pang et al. (2005a) identified no significant relationship between total arm BMC and the 

MAS score in patients after chronic stroke. On the other hand, more severe spasticity was related 

to a greater side-to-side difference in cortical BMC and cortical thickness in the midshaft radius 

(Pang et al, 2007) and trabecular bone loss at the ultradistal radius and ulna (Prince et al., 1988). 

The different results may be partially attributable to the different skeletal sites measured, as well 

as the method of bone imaging. The conflicting results may also be related to the complex effect 

of spasticity on bone tissue. On one hand, increased muscle tone associated with spasticity may 

provide a source of mechanical loading to the bone and may thus have a protective effect on 
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bone. On the other hand, severe spasticity may impair upper extremity function, which leads to 

chronic disuse and subsequent bone loss. Whether a spasticity threshold exists above or below 

which bone health would not be significantly influenced is currently unknown (Pang et al., 2008; 

Pang et al., 2010). It is also noteworthy that only 18.5% of the sample were categorized as 

having moderate/severe spasticity. Thus, the interpretation of results warrants caution. 

 

4.6.3 Cardiovascular Function 

Another important purpose of this study was to investigate the association of 

cardiovascular function with bone-health indicators of the paretic upper extremity in patients 

after chronic stroke. In general, the study showed that among the various cardiovascular 

variables measured, only C1 was associated with the paretic radius p-SSI.  

 

4.6.3.1Vascular Elasticity 

Although C1 and C2 showed a significant, positive association with paretic forearm 

aBMD and radius bone strength indices (Table 13) in bivariate correlation analysis, their effects 

were diminished in multivariate analysis. Only C1 remained independently associated with the p-

SSI of the paretic radius epiphysis. Why is C1 more powerful than C2 in determining the p-SSI of 

the radius diaphysis? Vascular disease involves the dysfunction of the endothelial lining of small 

arteries and arterioles, and is initiated by one or more factors, such as aging, inactivity, diabetes, 

high cholesterol and pressure, all of which are prevalent in patients post-stroke (Kopunek et al., 

2007; Michael et al., 2005). This early change in endothelial function may be detected as a 

premature loss of arterial elasticity (Hypertension Diagnostics Inc., 2005).. Such dysfunction of 
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the endothelium can occur in the entire arterial system, but is easier to detect in the very small 

arteries and arterioles, and results in a reduction of C2. With the progression of vascular disease, 

large arteries become affected and C1 begins to decline (Hypertension Diagnostics Inc., 2005).. 

Thus, a reduction in C1 is indicative of more advanced cardiovascular dysfunction, and may have 

a more adverse influence on the integrity of bone tissue. This may partially explain why C1, 

rather than C2, is a significant determinant of the p-SSI of the hemiparetic radius. 

It is also interesting that C1 was significantly related to bone strength index at the radius 

diaphysis (i.e., p-SSI), but not at the radius epiphysis (i.e., CBSI). This is in contrast with the 

results reported in the tibia (Pang et al., 2008; Pang et al., 2010). Peak VO2 has been found to be 

more strongly associated with the CBSI at the tibial epiphysis (Pang et al., 2010) than the p-SSI 

at the tibial diaphysis (Pang et al., 2008) among chronic stroke patients. It is thought that the 

epiphyseal site may be more sensitive to changes in cardiovascular function due to the fact that 

trabecular bone is more vascularized and metabolically active than cortical bone (Whitney et al., 

2004). The difference may also be related to the difference in cardiovascular parameters used 

and skeletal sites measured. Taken together, the results suggest site-specific differences in the 

relationship between bone alterations and stroke impairment. The implication is that enhancing 

bone strength in the paretic upper extremity may require different rehabilitative strategies from 

those used for the paretic lower extremity. 

 

4.6.3.2 Oxygen Consumption Rate, Cardiac Index and Stroke-volume Index 

The results showed that VO2 rate during the 6MWT in the stroke group was significantly 

lower than that in the control group, but was not significantly related to the forearm aBMD or 
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bone strength indices. Previous published studies of chronic stroke patients, however, have 

shown that cardiovascular fitness, as measured by the peak VO2, is strongly associated with hip 

aBMD and tibial bone strength index (Pang & Eng, 2005b; Pang et al., 2008; Pang et al., 2010). 

The difference in results may be explained by several factors. Firstly, the method of VO2 

measurement differed. We measured the VO2 during the 6MWT (a submaximal exercise test), 

whereas peak VO2 was evaluated during a maximal exercise test using cycle ergometry in 

previous studies. Although the VO2 rate during the 6MWT had significant association with peak 

VO2 in patients after chronic stroke, the correlation was only moderate (Eng et al., 2004; Pang & 

Eng, 2005a). Secondly, the site of bone measurement was different. The association between 

VO2 and bone health may be stronger in the lower extremity sites than in the upper extremity 

sites. Poor cardiovascular fitness is common among patients after chronic stroke (Mackay-Lyons 

& Makrides, 2002; Pang & Eng, 2005a) and lack of ambulatory activity may be a major 

contributing factor. It is known that the ambulatory activity of patients after chronic stroke is 

extremely low (mean = 2,837 steps per day) compared with that of sedentary older adults (5,000-

6,000 steps per day) (Michael et al., 2005). This lack of ambulatory activity, which is a loading 

activity in itself, may adversely influence both bone health and cardiovascular health. This may 

explain the stronger association of cardiovascular health indicators with lower limb-bone 

parameters.  

It is intriguing that CI and SI values showed no significant between-group difference. The 

stroke subjects in this study were all community-dwelling and had relatively good mobility 

function, which may thus explain the lack of significant findings. Moreover, the measurement of 

CI and SI was taken during the resting condition. It is possible that the between-group difference 

in these parameters may be apparent only when the subjects are exposed to more demanding 
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conditions. Physical exercise can often elicit cardiovascular abnormalities that are not present at 

rest (Fletcher et al., 2001). For example, systolic cardiac dysfunction and abnormal blood 

pressure can often be detected during the early stage of exercise, but not at rest (Fletcher et al., 

2001). We acknowledge that ICG has been used to measure cardiac output during exercise by 

others (Scherhag et al., 2005). We originally attempted to use the ambulatory ICG unit to 

measure cardiac output during the 6MWT. However, the signals obtained were really unstable 

with substantial movement artifacts and could not be used for analysis.  

 

4.7 Clinical Implications   

This study has several important clinical implications. Among the various stroke 

impairments studied, muscle weakness is the strongest determinant of forearm aBMD and bone 

strength indices of the radius in the paretic forearm. Grip-strength assessment may be an easy-to-

administer, inexpensive and reliable clinical tool to screen those post-stroke patients who have 

compromised upper extremity bone health and requires further investigation. 

Our results also point to the potential importance of muscle strengthening as a way to 

enhance bone health in the paretic forearm. Previous studies have shown that muscle-

strengthening work can induce corticalization of trabecular bone at the endosteal surface and 

periosteal apposition in the ultradistal radius region among post-menopausal women (Adami et 

al., 1999). A randomized controlled study has also shown that the combination of impact aerobic 

exercise and functional muscle strengthening is effective in enhancing trabecular bone mineral 

content in the tibial distal epiphysis and cortical thickness in the tibial diaphysis (Pang et al. 

2006). Whether muscle strengthening (i.e., resistance training, electrical muscle stimulation, etc.) 
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can enhance bone density and the geometry of the radius in the stroke population remains to be 

investigated.  

A higher level of spasticity was also independently associated with aBMD of the forearm 

and CBSI of the radius epiphysis of the radius on the paretic side. Intervention to decrease 

spasticity is indicated when spasticity is so severe that it affects daily functioning (Yelnik et al., 

2010). Common clinical management of spasticity includes pharmacological treatment, such as 

baclofen and tizanidine, and non-pharmacological treatment, such as orthoses, injection of 

botulinum neurotoxins, electrical stimulation, passive stretching and active exercise (Bhakta 

2000; Elia et al., 2009; Rekand, 2010; Yelnik et al., 2010). It would be interesting to determine 

the influence of these different interventions on the integrity of bone tissue in this patient group. 

Chronic disuse of the paretic upper extremity was also identified as a significant 

determinant of many bone parameters measured. Many patients after stroke have the tendency to 

compensate by performing all daily activities using the non-paretic upper limb, especially when 

the affected upper limb happens to be on the non-dominant side (Harris et al., 2007; Taub et al., 

1993), a phenomenon termed “learned non-use”. One clinical implication of our results is that 

bone health in the paretic upper limb could be potentially improved by increasing the functional 

use of the paretic upper limb. Certain therapeutic approaches, such as the constraint-induced 

movement therapy, are specifically designed to counteract the habitual non-use of the paretic 

upper limb (Kunkel et al., 1999; Page et al., 2004; Sterr et al., 2002). It would be clinically 

relevant to examine whether intensive movement therapy of the paretic limb would have any 

beneficial effects on bone-health indicators in the stroke population.  

C1 is also independently associated with the bone strength index in the radius diaphysis, 

indicating that cardiovascular health may affect the integrity of bone tissue at this site, although 
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its influence is less predominant than grip strength. Modifications of vascular health may thus 

play a potentially important role in enhancing bone health of the paretic upper limb. There is 

evidence that moderate aerobic training can reduce large artery stiffness in young individuals 

(Kingwell, 2002). Impact aerobic exercises have also been shown to improve aBMD of the hip in 

postmenopausal women and patients with chronic stroke (Chien et al., 2000; Pang & Eng, 2005b; 

Pang et al., 2006). It would be worth investigating the effects of aerobic exercise training on 

upper extremity bone health in patients after stroke.  

 

4.8 Limitations and Future Research Directions  

This study has several limitations. Firstly, a cross-sectional design was employed, and the 

influence of stroke on bone was assessed mainly by examining the side-to-side difference in 

bone parameters. The advantage of this approach is that it allowed us to evaluate the effects of 

stroke on bone health, while providing some control for the various genetic and environmental 

factors (e.g., nutrition) that may influence bone parameters across different subjects. However, 

the cross-sectional design rendered us unable to evaluate longitudinal bone changes over time. 

Although a control group was incorporated in the study, it could not be ruled out that changes in 

both the paretic and non-paretic sides may contribute to the observed side-to-side difference in 

bone parameters. For example, in a prospective study, Ramnemark et al. (1999a) showed that 

reduction in aBMD of the ultradistal radius, proximal humerus and total arm on the paretic side 

was accompanied by an increase in aBMD in the corresponding skeletal sites on the non-paretic 

side within the first year post-stroke. On the other hand, Lazoura et al. (2008) demonstrated that 

both the paretic and non-paretic sides sustained significant decline in vBMD at the radius distal 

epiphysis, though the degree of bone loss was less extensive on the non-paretic side (7%) than on 
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the paretic side (12%). To date, no prospective studies have examined the changes in both aBMD 

and geometry in the forearm region in the same patients after stroke. This important area of 

research awaits further investigation.  

While significant correlations between bone health indicators and certain stroke 

impairments were identified, causality could not be established. Randomized controlled studies 

are required to determine whether modification of neuromuscular factors through muscle 

strengthening, constraint-induced therapy or other rehabilitative approaches could successfully 

enhance or maintain bone density and geometry in the hemiparetic upper extremity among 

patients after chronic stroke.  

The resolution of the pQCT images (0.4mm voxel size) was not high enough to 

accurately measure cortical thickness in the distal radius epiphysis. Partial volume effect occurs 

when there is heterogeneous material within a single voxel. In skeletal sites where cortical bone 

shell is thin (<2mm), such as the distal radius epiphysis on the paretic side, the voxels may be 

only partly filled by bone material and soft tissue (Hangartner et al., 1996). These voxels will 

inaccurately yield lower BMD because a voxel’s BMD value is the mean density of all the 

tissues within it. Therefore, cortical thickness in the distal radius epiphysis was not used as an 

outcome measure in this study, as in previous pQCT studies in patients after stroke (Ashe et al., 

2006; Pang et al., 2007). While using a higher resolution may improve the accuracy of 

measurement, it necessitates a longer scanning time, which may increase the probability of 

movement artifacts, especially considering that individuals with stroke have impaired motor 

control, with tremor and spasticity not being uncommon (Pang et al., 2007). In the study by Pang 

et al. (2007) using a voxel size of 0.3mm, out of 63 patients who underwent pQCT scanning of 

the radius, 15 scans (24%) were eliminated from analysis because of movement artifacts related 
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to movement, tremor or spasticity. We believe that the current pQCT protocol is appropriate, 

considering the need to achieve a balance between maintaining precision of measurement and 

reducing movement artifacts.  

The MAS has a number of inadequacies as a measure of spasticity.  A recent study 

(Fleurens et al., 2010) has shown that the interrater reliability is modest (0.58 for elbow flexors 

and 0.63 for knee extensors). The rating on the Ashworth Scale is only moderately associated 

with electromyographic parameters (Fleurens et al., 2010).  

In this study, we only measured the spasticity of elbow flexors, but the assessment of 

“spasticity” could have been extended to other regions of the paretic upper extremity, thereby 

obtaining a more comprehensive picture of the severity of spasticity.  However, the disadvantage 

of this would be the increase in duration of the assessment session. The elbow region was chosen 

as a representative measure because it is commonly used to evaluate spasticity in the stroke 

population (O’Dwyer et al. 1996; Watkins et al. 2002). Spasticity of the elbow flexors as 

measured by the MAS has also been identified as a significant determinant of activity 

participation (Harris & Eng, 2007).   

Another limitation of the study is related to potential sampling bias. The post-stroke 

patients in this study were all community-dwelling and the majority was recruited from stroke 

self-help groups, which hold regular monthly activities for their members. Therefore, the 

subjects in this study tended to be more physically able and socially active than their 

counterparts who did not participate in these self-help groups. Our sample thus may not be 

representative of the greater chronic stroke population.  

 The vascular elasticity indices (C1, C2) are indicators of systemic vascular health only. 

Perhaps measures of localized blood flow in the paretic wrist region may be more strongly 
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associated with the bone parameters on the same side. One interesting research area worth 

exploring is to use other technologies, such as dynamic contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance  

(MR) imaging, to measure local perfusion in the radius and its association with BMD and bone 

strength (Griffith et al., 2008).  

Finally, our various regression models explained only 19-78% of the variance in different 

bone parameters, indicating that some potentially important factors underlying bone health post-

stroke were not captured in this study. For example, dietary factors and sunshine exposure may 

have an important influence on bone health, but were not systematically evaluated in this study. 

Increasing the number of predictors in the regression models, however, necessitates a greater 

sample size. Further studies should employ a larger sample size and address the relationship 

between these factors and bone health in patients after chronic stroke.  

 

4.9 Conclusion 

Using both DXA and pQCT techniques, this novel study aimed to examine the influence 

of stroke on bone density, geometry and bone strength indices of the forearm region among 

patients after chronic stroke, and to identify their clinical correlates. The results showed that in 

the stroke group, the DXA-derived aBMD values in different regions of the forearm on the 

paretic side were significantly lower than those on the non-paretic side, and that the side-to-side 

differences in aBMD values in these patients were greater than those of their non-disabled 

counterparts. The pQCT results also showed more compromised vBMD values in the paretic 

radius epiphysis and diaphysis when compared with controls, leading to lower bone strength 
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index values, despite no significant side-to-side difference in total area.  These findings suggest a 

lack of  compensatory structural adaptations in response to stroke-related bone loss.    

Overall, among the various stroke-related neuromuscular and cardiovascular impairments 

studied, muscle weakness was the most important determinant of the DXA-derived aBMD 

values and pQCT-derived bone strength indices. Promoting muscle strength of the paretic upper 

extremity may be an important treatment strategy to enhance or maintain bone mass in the 

paretic upper extremity, and warrants further investigation.   
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Appendix 3A 

 

The Hong Kong Polytechnic University 

Department of Rehabilitation Sciences 

 

Research of Stroke Subjects Informed Consent Form 
 

Project title: Bone density and macrostructure of the radius in chronic stroke patients: 
relationship to muscle function and cardiovascular health. 

Investigator(s):  

• Ms. Qun Cheng 
• Mphil student, Department of Rehabilitation Science, The Hong Kong Polytechnic 

University  
• Dr. Marco Yiu Chung Pang (PhD)  

Associate Professor, Department of Rehabilitation Science, The Hong Kong Polytechnic 
University  

• Prof. Alice Jones (PhD)  
Professor, Department of Rehabilitation Science, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University 

• Dr. Darren Warburton (PhD) 
Associate Professor, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada 

 

Project information: Previous studies have suggested a link between cardiovascular disease and 
bone loss.  We would like to determine the relationship between bone health and cardiovascular 
function following stroke.  

You will be assessed once. Physical measurements will take place in the Hong Kong Polytechnic 
University while bone scanning will take place in the Jockey Club Centre for Osteoporosis Care 
and Control. You will undergo the following outcome measurement: 

Bone density 

pQCT: You will undergo bone scans called Peripheral Quantitative Computed Tomography 
(pQCT) to measure your bone structure in your radius bone on both side. This technique will 
give us additional information on your bone structure and bone strength. This procedure will take 
about 25 minutes. 
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DXA: You will also undergo bone scans by Dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) to 
measure the bone mineral density of your forearm on each side. This scan will take about 20 
minutes. 

 

Vascular Elasticity 

You will be lying on your back.  We will place a blood pressure cuff on the upper-arm and a 
sensor placed over the opposite wrist for measuring the integrity of the vascular system. 

Cardiac Function 

You will be required to walk along a corridor and cover as much distance as you can in 6 
minutes. We will use an electronic device to measure your heart rate, stroke volume and cardiac 
output.  This will involve placing a few electrodes on your chest.  You should not feel any 
discomfort or pain. 

Secondary Outcome measurements 
 

Upper Extremity Muscle Strength: We will assess the strength of your upper extremity 
muscles by using a hand-held dynamometer.  We will ask you to contract your arm or hand 
muscles as hard as you can and maintain it for 5 seconds.  

Recovery of Motor Skills: We will ask you to perform some specific movement patterns using 
your affected arm.  This is to assess the recovery of your arm function.  This part takes about 20 
minutes. 

Spasticity: We will test the level of spasticity of your muscles. You will relax and we will 
perform some passive movements in the wrist on the paretic side. 

Sensory impairment: We will carry out a few simple tests to assess your sensation to light 
touch. With your eyes closed, the monofilament will be applied to your hand and fingers in 
random order. 

Benefits and risks of undertaking this study: 

There are no known risks associated with these measurements. The major benefit from 
participating in this study is that you will have the opportunity to know your bone health status 
and recovery of your arm function.  The transportation cost involved for the assessment sessions 
will be reimbursed (a maximum of $100.00 per assessment). 

Confidentiality: 
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All information and data collected from this study will be treated in strict confidence. Your name 
and personal data will not be disclosed to anyone except the project investigators.  

 

 

Consent: 

 

I, ___________________________, have been explained the details of this study.  I voluntarily 
consent to participate in this study.  I understand that I can withdraw from this study at any time 
without giving reasons, and my withdrawal will not lead to any punishment or prejudice against 
me.  I am aware of any potential risk in joining this study.  I also understand that my personal 
information will not be disclosed to people who are not related to this study and my name will 
not appear on any publications resulted from this study.  I also understand that the video taken on 
me will be edited and used for educational purpose and for conference presentation. 

 

I can contact the chief investigator, Dr Marco Pang at telephone 2766 7156 for any questions 
about this study.  If I have complaints related to the investigator(s), I can contact Mrs Michelle 
Leung, secretary of Departmental Research Committee, at 2766 5397.  I know I will be given a 
signed copy of this consent form. 

 

 

 

 

 

Signature (subject):      Date:     

 

 

Signature (witness):      Date:      
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Appendix 3B 

 

香港理工大學康復治療科學系 

中風康復治療科研項目參加者同意書 

 

科研題目﹕中風後橈骨的機械性能與血流動力狀態及血管彈性的關聯。 

科研人員﹕ 

• 程群 
• 香港理工大學，康復治療科學系碩士研究生 
• 彭耀宗博士 

香港理工大學，康復治療科學系副教授  
• 鍾斯何綺文教授 

香港理工大學，康復治療科學系教授 
• Dr. Darren Warburton  

加拿大溫哥華英屬哥倫比亞大學副教授 
 

科研內容﹕以往研究顯示心血管疾病與骨質流失息息相關。是項研究目的在探討中風後骨骼健康

跟心血管功能的關聯。 

研究人員將會收集中風病人在復康過程中不同時期的數據作分析。體格檢查將會在香港理工大學

進行， 而骨質密度檢查將會在賽馬會骨質疏鬆預防及治療中心進行。 

參與研究人仕將接受下列檢查﹕ 

骨質密度 

pQCT ﹕我們會以肢體定量計算機斷層掃描骨質密度儀（pQCT）量度雙手手腕橈骨的骨質密

度。整個素描的過程需時大約 25 分鐘。 

DXA ﹕我們會以雙能量 X 光骨質密度儀（DXA）量度雙手前臂骨質密度。素描過程需時大約

20 分鐘。 

血管彈性  

首先，我們會要求你放鬆仰臥，為你的上臂量度血壓，另一組感應器同時測量另一手腕處的血

流。 

心臟功能 
測試之前我們會先在你上身胸前貼上感應器，並為你佩上一個小型電子儀器，用作心臟功能分

析；然後請你在走廊裏來回步行六分鐘，記錄你的最多步行距離。以上程序應不會令你感到不

適。 
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其他肢體能力測量 

上肢肌肉強度﹕我們會使用肌力計，測試你的肩肘及手部的肌肉力量。我們會要求你以最大的力

量持續５秒緊握肌力計，每組的肌肉力量測試需要重複量度 3 次，每次量度之間會稍作休息。 

肌動技能﹕你需要按指示以弱側上肢做出一套指定動作，目的是要測試你的肌動技能受損程度。

過程需時約 20 分鐘。 

痙攣﹕我們會在你完全放鬆的情況下，進行數項肢體動作來測試你弱側手腕肌肉的痙攣程度。 

感官﹕我們會要求你在閉眼的情況下，進行數項簡單測試來了解你手部的輕觸覺。 

對參與人士的益處或潛在危險性﹕ 
本研究並無任何其他已知的潛在損害或危險性。透過參與本研究，參加者能知道自己的骨質密度

及肢體的康復情況。參與是項研究之相關交通費用將可得津貼（最高款項為港幣一百元）。 

保密性﹕ 

此項研究收集所得的個人資料及數據絶對保密；除相關研究人員之外，你的姓名或個人資料將不

會被公開。 

 

參加者同意書 

 

 

  本人    已瞭解此次研究的具體情況。本人願意參加是項計劃，並有

權在任何時候、不論任何原因放棄參與此項計劃，而此舉不會導致我受到任何懲罰或不公平對

待。本人明白參與此項計劃的潛在危險性以及本人的資料將不會洩露給與此計劃無關的人員，我

的名字不會出現在任何影帶或出版物上。本人亦明白製作人員可剪輯本人之訪問或錄音或錄影片

段，而片段將製作成教學用具，作為教學用途或於學術會議中播放。 

本人可以用電話 2766 7156 來聯絡此計劃負責人彭耀宗博士。若本人對此計劃之研究人員有

任何投訴，可以聯絡部門科研委員會秘書梁女士(電話: 2766 5397)。本人亦明白，參與此計劃需要

本人簽署一份同意書。 

 

簽名（參與者） ﹕     日期 ﹕    

簽名（證人） ﹕     日期 ﹕    
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Appendix 4 

Physical Activity Scale for the Elderly (PASE) 
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Appendix 5 
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Appendix 6 
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Appendix 7 

 

Modified Ashworth Scale (MAS) 

Description Grade  

No increase in muscle tone 0 

Slight increase in muscle tone, manifested by a catch and release or by 
minimal resistance at the end of the ROM when the affected part is 
moved in flexion or extension 

1 

Slight increase in muscle tone, manifested by a catch, followed by 
minimal resistance throughout the remainder (less than half) of ROM 

1+ 

(or 1.5 for 
statistical 
purpose) 

More marked increase in muscle tone through most of ROM, but 
affected part easily moved 

2 

Considerable increase in muscle tone, passive movement difficult 3 

Affect part rigid in flexion or extension 4 
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Appendix 8 
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Appendix 9 
 
 
Checking multicollinearity: Correlation among variables of neuromuscular and 
cardiovascular function 
 
 
Parameter MAS MAL FMA Grip 

Strength 
CI SI VO2 C1 

MAL -0.646*        

FMA -0.761* 0.782*       

Grip 
Strength 
 

-0.643* 0.607* 0.744*      

CI 0.131 -0.083 -0.129 -0.124     

SI 0.148 -0.123 -0.120 -0.023 0.720*    

VO2 -0.026 0.126 0.198 0.223 0.195 0.084   

C1 -0.317 0.301* 0.119 0.326* -0.151 0.218 -0.178  

C2 -0.310* 0.299* 0.314* 0.489* 0.039 0.194 0.038 0.421* 

There were significant relationships among the neuromuscular variables (MAL = Motor Activity Log; FMA = Fugl-
Meyer motor assessment; CI = cardiac index; SI = stroke index; VO2 =  oxygen consumption; C1 = large artery 
elasticity index; C2 = small artery elasticity index). 
*Statistically significant (Pearson’s r or Spearman’s rho, p<0.05). 
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Appendix 10 
 
 
Multiple regression analyses for predicting areal bone mineral density (aBMD) of the 
ultradistal forearm 
 
Predictor F R2 change B 95%CI Beta P 

 
Model 1 

      

Age 9.874 0.481 -0.005 -0.007, -0.003 -0.525 <0.001* 
Sex     -0.092 -0.132 , -0.053 -0.474 <0.001* 
BMI   0.000 -0.005, 0.005 0.007 0.944 
Post-stroke duration   0.000 0.000, 0.001 0.048 0.640 
C1  0.067 0.000 -0.003, 0.004 0.020 0.844 
C2    -0.002 -0.009, 0.005 -0.072 0.542 
MAS    -0.072 -0.123, -0.022 -0.289 0.005* 

Model 2       
Age 8.341 0.481 -0.005 -0.007, -0.003 -0.523 <0.001* 
Sex    -0.085 -0.129, -0.041 -0.436 <0.001* 
BMI   0.000 -0.005, 0.006 0.016 0.870 
Post-stroke duration   4.207E-5 0.000, 0.001 0.018 0.868 
C1  0.025 0.001 -0.003, 0.005 0.038 0.727 
C2    -0.002 -0.009, 0.005 -0.058 0.637 
FMA   0.001 0.000, 0.002 0.192 0.099 

Model 3       
Age 8.689 0.481 -0.005 -0.007, -0.003 -0.522 <0.001* 
Sex    -0.091 -0.132, -0.049 -0.467 <0.001* 
BMI   0.001 -0.004, 0.006 0.035 0.724 
Post-stroke duration   2.751E-5 0.000, 0.001 0.012 0.909 
C1  0.035 0.000 -0.004, 0.004 -0.017 0.878 
C2    -0.002 -0.008, 0.005 -0.057 0.639 
MAL    0.012 0.000, 0.024 0.214 0.048* 

Model 4       
Age 8.933 0.481 -0.005 -0.006, -0.003 -0.494 <0.001* 
Sex    -0.068 -0.116, -0.019 -0.348 0.007* 
BMI   0.000 -0.006, 0.005 -0.010 0.916 
Post-stroke duration   6.378E-5 0.000, 0.001 0.028 0.793 
C1  0.042 0.000 -0.004, 0.004 0.008 0.943 
C2    -0.002 -0.009, 0.005 -0.077 0.530 
Grip strength   0.003 0.000, 0.005 0.299 0.030* 

MAS, MAL, and grip strength were independently associated with ultradistal forearm aBMD after adjusting for 
relevant factors (B = Unstandardized regression coefficient; Beta = Standardized regression coefficient; 95%CI = 
95% confidence interval; BMI = body mass index; MAS: Modified Ashworth Scale; MAL = Motor Activity log; 
FMA = Fugl-Meyer motor assessment; C1 =  large artery elasticity index; C2 = small artery elasticity index). 
*Statistically significant (p<0.05) 
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Appendix 11 

 
 
Multiple regression analyses for predicting areal bone mineral density (aBMD) 
 of mid-forearm 
 
Predictor F R2 change B 95% Beta P 
 
Model 1 

      

Age 16.220 0.592 -0.006 -0.008, -0.003 -0.468 <0.001* 
Sex    -0.134 -0.178, -0.089 -0.530 <0.001* 
BMI   0.000 -0.006, 0.006 -0.008 0.918 
Post-stroke duration   0.000 0.000, 0.001 0.135 0.128 
C1  0.073 0.002 -0.002, 0.006 0.081 0.364 
C2    0.002 -0.006, 0.009 0.046 0.648 
MAS   -0.091 -0.147, -0.035 -0.281 0.002* 

Model 2       
Age 13.720 0.592 -0.006 -0.008, -0.003 -0.467 <0.001* 
Sex     -0.124 -0.173, -0.074 -0.491 <0.001* 
BMI   2.609E-5 -0.006, 0.006 0.001 0.993 
Post-stroke duration   0.000 0.000, 0.001 0.099 0.299 
C1  0.035 0.002 -0.002, 0.007 0.099 0.299 
C2    0.002 -0.006, 0.010 0.059 0.582 
FMA    0.001 0.000, 0.002 0.191 0.059 

Model 3       
Age 13.538 0.592 -0.005 -0.008, -0.003 -0.464 <0.001* 
Sex     -0.133 -0.181, -0.086 -0.529 <0.001* 
BMI   0.001 -0.006, 0.007 0.017 0.847 
Post-stroke duration   0.000 0.000, 0.001 0.088 0.343 
C1  0.033 0.001 -0.003, 0.006 0.051 0.592 
C2    0.002 -0.005, 0.010 0.064 0.547 
MAL    0.012 -0.001, 0.026 0.171 0.073 

Model 4       
Age 14.674 0.592 -0.005 -0.007, -0.003 -0.438 <0.001* 
Sex     -0.102 -0.157, -0.048 -0.406 <0.001* 
BMI   -0.001 -0.007, 0.005 -0.025 0.767 
Post-stroke duration   0.000 0.000, 0.001 0.116 0.205 
C1  0.051 0.002 -0.003, 0.006 0.069 0.458 
C2    0.002 -0.006, 0.009 0.041 0.695 
Grip strength   0.003 0.001, 0.006 0.293 0.014* 

MAS and grip strength were independently associated with mid-forearm aBMD after adjusting for relevant factors 
(B = Unstandardized regression coefficient; Beta = Standardized regression coefficient; 95%CI = 95% confidence 
interval; BMI = body mass index; MAS: Modified Ashworth Scale; MAL = Motor Activity log; FMA = Fugl-Meyer 
motor assessment; C1 =  large artery elasticity index; C2 = small artery elasticity index). 
*Statistically significant (p<0.05) 
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Appendix 12 
 
 
Multiple regression analyses for predicting areal bone mineral density (aBMD) 
 of 1/3 forearm  
 

Predictor F R2 change B 95% Beta P 
 
Model 1 

      

Age 14.998 0.573 -0.004 -0.007, -0.002 -0.337 <0.001* 
Sex    -0.161 -0.211, -0.112 -0.585 <0.001* 
BMI   0.001 -0.006, 0.008 0.025 0.763 
Post-stroke duration   0.000 0.000, 0.001 0.127 0.163 
C1  0.075 0.004 -0.001, 0.009 0.153 0.098 
C2    0.001 -0.008, 0.009 0.013 0.904 
MAS    -0.093 -0.155, -0.030 -0.260 0.005* 

Model 2       
Age 13.034 0.573 -0.004 -0.007, -0.002 -0.336 0.001* 
Sex     -0.152 -0.206, -0.097 -0.549 <0.001* 
BMI   0.001 -0.006, 0.008 0.034 0.700 
Post-stroke duration   0.000 0.000, 0.001 0.102 0.293 
C1  0.042 0.004 -0.001, 0.009 0.170 0.082 
C2    0.001 -0.008, 0.010 0.024 0.823 
FMA   0.001 0.000, 0.003 0.178 0.082 

Model 3       
Age 12.290 0.573 -0.004 -0.007, -0.002 -0.331 0.001* 
Sex    -0.164 -0.217, -0.111 -0.594 <0.001* 
BMI   0.002 -0.005, 0.009 0.045 0.613 
Post-stroke duration   0.000 0.000, 0.001 0.062 0.513 
C1  0.028 0.004 -0.002, 0.009 0.136 0.172 
C2    0.001 -0.007, 0.010 0.036 0.744 
MAL    0.008 -0.008, 0.023 0.097 0.318 

Model 4       
Age 13.914 0.573 -0.004 -0.006, -0.002 -0.309 0.002* 
Sex    -0.129 -0.189, -0.068 -0.466 <0.001* 
BMI   0.000 -0.006, 0.007 0.009 0.919 
Post-stroke duration   0.000 0.000, 0.001 0.112 0.230 
C1  0.058 0.004 -0.001, 0.009 0.141 0.136 
C2    0.000 -0.008, 0.009 0.007 0.949 
Grip strength   0.003 0.001, 0.006 0.280 0.021* 

MAS and grip strength were independently associated with 1/3 forearm aBMD after adjusting for relevant factors (B 
= Unstandardized regression coefficient; Beta = Standardized regression coefficient; 95%CI = 95% confidence 
interval; BMI = body mass index; MAS: Modified Ashworth Scale; MAL = Motor Activity log; FMA = Fugl-Meyer 
motor assessment; C1 =  large artery elasticity index; C2 = small artery elasticity index). 
*Statistically significant (p<0.05) 
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Appendix 13 
 
 
Multiple regression analyses for predicting areal bone mineral density (aBMD) of the total 
forearm 
 

Predictor F R2 change B 95% Beta P 
 
Model 1 

      

Age 16.908 0.600 -0.005 -0.007, -0.003 -0.455 <0.001* 
Sex    -0.130 -0.171, -0.089 -0.553 <0.001* 
BMI   0.000 -0.005, 0.006 0.009 0.913 
Post-stroke duration   0.000 0.000, 0.001 0.128 0.143 
C1  0.075 0.002 -0.002, 0.006 0.089 0.312 
C2    0.001 -0.006, 0.008 0.022 0.823 
MAS    -0.087 -0.138, -0.035 -0.286 0.001* 

Model 2       
Age 14.148 0.600 -0.005 -0.007, -0.003 -0.453 <0.001* 
Sex    -0.121 -0.167, -0.075 -0.514 <0.001* 
BMI   0.001 -0.005, 0.006 0.018 0.831 
Post-stroke duration   0.000 0.000, 0.001 0.100 0.290 
C1  0.034 0.002 -0.002, 0.007 0.107 0.256 
C2    0.001 -0.006, 0.008 0.036 0.737 
FMA   0.001 0.000, 0.002 0.193 0.054 

Model 3       
Age 13.910 0.600 -0.005 -0.007, -0.003 -0.450 <0.001* 
Sex    -0.130 -0.174, -0.086 -0.553 <0.001* 
BMI   0.001 -0.005, 0.007 0.034 0.692 
Post-stroke duration   0.000 0.000, 0.001 0.077 0.399 
C1  0.030 0.001 -0.003, 0.006 0.060 0.527 
C2    0.001 -0.006, 0.009 0.042 0.694 
MAL   0.011 -0.001, 0.024 0.167 0.077 

Model 4       
Age 15.274 0.600 -0.005 -0.007, -0.003 -0.424 <0.001* 
Sex    -0.100 -0.150, -0.050 -0.425 <0.001* 
BMI   0.000 -0.006, 0.005 -0.009 0.917 
Post-stroke duration   0.000 0.000, 0.001 0.110 0.224 
C1  0.052 0.002 -0.002, 0.006 0.076 0.403 
C2    0.001 -0.006, 0.008 0.017 0.871 
Grip strength   0.003 0.001, 0.005 0.302 0.011* 

MAS and grip strength were independently associated with total forearm aBMD after adjusting for relevant factors 
(B = Unstandardized regression coefficient; Beta = Standardized regression coefficient; 95%CI = 95% confidence 
interval; BMI = body mass index; MAS: Modified Ashworth Scale; MAL = Motor Activity log; FMA = Fugl-Meyer 
motor assessment; C1 =  large artery elasticity index; C2 = small artery elasticity index). 
*Statistically significant (p<0.05) 
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Appendix 14 
 
 
Multiple regression analyses for predicting compressive bone strength index (CBSI) of the 
radius epiphysis 
 

Predictor F R2 

change 
B 95% Beta P 

Model 1       
Age 14.675 0.605 -0.006 -0.009, -0.003 -0.342 <0.001* 
Sex    -0.223 -0.291, -0.155 -0.596 <0.001* 
BMI   0.004 -0.005, 0.013 0.078 0.354 
Post-stroke duration   2.725E-5 -0.001, 0.001 0.006 0.946 
C1  0.038 0.001 -0.006, 0.007 0.021 0.820 
C2    0.004 -0.007, 0.015 0.072 0.494 
MAS    -0.097 -0.183, -0.011 -0.200 0.028* 

Model 2       
Age 14.859 0.605 -0.006 -0.009, -0.003 -0.346 <0.001* 
Sex    -0.201 -0.273, -0.130 -0.537 <0.001* 
BMI   0.004 -0.005, 0.013 0.082 0.331 
Post-stroke duration   0.000 -0.001, 0.001 0.025 0.790 
C1  0.041 0.002 -0.005, 0.008 0.043 0.644 
C2    0.004 -0.007, 0.015 0.069 0.506 
FMA   0.002 0.000, 0.004 0.228 0.022* 

Model 3       
Age 13.614 0.605 -0.006 -0.009, -0.003 -0.339 0.001* 
Sex    -0.222 -0.292, -0.152 -0.592 <0.001* 
BMI   0.005 -0.004, 0.014 0.097 0.262 
Post-stroke duration   -9.818E-5 -0.241, 0.810 -0.022 0.810 
C1  0.021 0.000 -0.007, 0.007 -0.003 0.975 
C2    0.004 -0.007, 0.016 0.083 0.439 
MAL    0.015 -0.005, -0.035 0.138 0.144 

Model 4       
Age 16.735 0.605 -0.005 -0.009, -0.002 -0.310 0.001* 
Sex     -0.161 -0.238, -0.083 -0.429 <0.001* 
BMI   0.003 -0.006, 0.011 -0.049 0.545 
Post-stroke duration   0.000 -0.001, 0.001 0.038 0.663 
C1  0.068 0.000 -0.006, 0.006 0.006 0.945 
C2    0.003 -0.008, 0.013 0.046 0.645 
Grip strength   0.006 0.002, 0.010 0.364 0.002* 

MAS, FMA, and grip strength were independently associated with CBSI of the radius epiphysis after adjusting for 
relevant factors (B = Unstandardized regression coefficient; Beta = Standardized regression coefficient; 95%CI = 
95% confidence interval; BMI = body mass index; MAS: Modified Ashworth Scale; MAL = Motor Activity log; 
FMA = Fugl-Meyer motor assessment; C1 =  large artery elasticity index; C2 = small artery elasticity index). 
*Statistically significant (p<0.05) 
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Appendix 15 

 
 
Multiple regression analyses for predicting polar stress-strain index (p-SSI) of the radius 
diaphysis 
 

Predictor F R2 change B 95% Beta P 
 
Model 1 

      

Age 22.842 0.715 -1.672 -2.799, -0.545 -0.233 0.004* 
Sex    -111.992 -135.792, -88.193 -0.731 <0.001* 
BMI   1.688 -1.467, 4.843 0.077 0.289 
Post-stroke duration   -0.028 -0.310, 0.254 -0.015 0.843 
C1  0.022 2.236 -0.057, 4.529 0.154 0.056 
C2    0.431 -3.531, 4.393 0.019 0.828 
MAS    -10.310 -40.418, 19.798 -0.052 0.496 

Model 2       
Age 22.888 0.715 -1.680 -2.807, -0.553 -0.234 0.004* 
Sex    -109.528 -134.723, -84.333 -0.715 <0.001* 
BMI   1.706 -1.444, 4.856 0.078 0.283 
Post-stroke duration   -0.017 -0.307, 0.272 -0.010 0.905 
C1  0.022 2.322 0.018, 4.626 0.160 0.048* 
C2    0.412 -3.549, 4.373 0.019 0.836 
FMA   0.235 -0.397, 0.868 0.062 0.459 

Model 3       
Age 22.595 0.715 -1.655 -2.786, -0.523 -0.230 0.005* 
Sex     -112.920 -137.014, -88.825 -0.737 <0.001* 
BMI   1.741 -1.427, 4.910 0.079 0.276 
Post-stroke duration   -0.068 -0.348, 0.212 -0.038 0.627 
C1  0.020 2.252 -0.081, 4.585 0.155 0.058 
C2    0.599 -3.372, 4.570 0.027 0.764 
MAL    -0.360 -7.295, 6.579 -0.008 0.918 

Model 4       
Age 28.507 0.715 -1.518 -2.556, -0.479 -0.211 0.005* 
Sex    -89.023 -115.104, -62.942 -0.581 <0.001* 
BMI   1.017 -1.913, 3.947 0.046 0.490 
Post-stroke duration   0.098 -0.162, 0.358 0.054 0.453 
C1  0.063 2.064 -0.047, 4.174 0.142 0.055 
C2    0.362 -4.027, 3.304 -0.016 0.844 
Grip strength   2.009 0.795, 3.224 0.304 0.002* 

Grip strength was independently associated with p-SSI of the radius diaphysis after adjusting for relevant factors. C1 
was also a significant determinant in model 2 (B = Unstandardized regression coefficient; Beta = Standardized 
regression coefficient; 95%CI = 95% confidence interval; BMI = body mass index; MAS: Modified Ashworth Scale; 
MAL = Motor Activity log; FMA = Fugl-Meyer motor assessment; C1 =  large artery elasticity index; C2 = small 
artery elasticity index). 
*Statistically significant (p<0.05) 
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Appendix 16 

 
 
 Checking multicollinearity: Correlation of percent side-to-side difference of grip strength 
with other impairment variables 
 
Parameter CI SI VO2 C1 C2 MAS MAL FMA  

%Δ grip strength -0.164 -0.146 0.085 0.148 0.346* -0.736* 0.680* 0.820*  

The percent side-to-side difference in grip strength was significantly correlated with MAS, MAL, FMA and C2 (%∆ 
= percent side-to-side difference; CI = cardiac index; SI = stroke index; VO2 = oxygen consumption; C1 = large 
artery elasticity index; C2 = small artery elasticity index;  MAS =  Modified Ashworth Scale; MAL = Motor Activity 
Log; FMA = Fugl-Meyer motor assessment). 
*Statistically significant (Pearson’s r or Spearman’s rho, p<0.05) 
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Appendix 17 
 
Multiple regression analyses for predicting percent side-to-side difference in areal bone 
mineral density (BMD) of the ultradistal forearm 
 
Predictor F R2 change B 95%CI Beta P 

 
Model 1 

      

Age 2.373 0.118 -0.322 -0.740, 0.095 -0.187 0.128 
Sex    -1.335 -10.348, 7.678 -0.036 0.768 
BMI   -0.360 -1.649, 0.929 -0.069 0.578 
Post-stroke duration   -0.071 -0.168, 0.043 -0.164 0.215 
MAS   0.049 -11.678 -24.217, 0.861 -0.247 0.067 

Model 2       
Age 3.239 0.118 -0.298 -0.704, 0.108 -0.173 0.147 
Sex    0.302 -8.596, 9.236 0.009 0.943 
BMI   -0.0245 -1.493, 1.002 -0.047 0.695 
Post-stroke duration   -0.054 -0.165, 0.056 -0.125 0.329 
MAL  0.097 3.713 0.962, 6.464 0.351 0.009* 

Model 3       
Age 2.774 0.118 -0.344 -0.756, 0.068 -0.200 0.100 
Sex    1.763 -7.815, 11.341 -0.048 0.714 
BMI   -0.322 -1.590, 0.947 -0.061 0.614 
Post-stroke duration   -0.056 -0.171, 0.059 -0.128 0.337 
FMA  0.072 0.296 0.037, 0.555 0.326 0.026* 

Model 4       
Age 3.640 0.118 -0.401 -0.804, 0.003 -0.233 0.051 
Sex    2.339 -6.807, 11.486 0.064 0.611 
BMI   -0.600 -1.851, 0.651 -0.114 0.341 
Post-stroke duration   -0.042 -0.153, 0.069 -0.096 0.455 
%ΔGrip strength  0.117 19.354 6.489, 32.218 0.417 0.004* 

FMA, MAL, and percent side-to-side difference in grip strength were independently associated with percent side-to-
side difference in ultradistal forearm aBMD after adjusting for relevant factors ((%∆ = percent side-to-side 
difference; B = Unstandardized regression coefficient; Beta = Standardized regression coefficient; 95%CI = 95% 
confidence interval; BMI = body mass index; MAS: Modified Ashworth Scale; MAL = Motor Activity log; FMA = 
Fugl-Meyer motor assessment; C1 =  large artery elasticity index; C2 = small artery elasticity index). 
*Statistically significant (p<0.05) 
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Appendix 18 
 
 
Multiple regression analyses for predicting percent side-to-side difference in areal bone 
mineral density (aBMD) of the mid-forearm  
 
Predictor F R2 change B 95% Beta P 
 
Model 1 

      

Age 6.763 0.259 -0.303 -0.536, -0.071 -0.298 0.011* 
Sex    -4.408 -9.383, 0.567 -0.203 0.081 
BMI   -0.092 -0.745, 0.562 -0.030 0.779 
Post-stroke duration   -0.047 -0.105, 0.012 -0.182 0.1114 
C2  0.153 -0.268 -1.085, 0.548 -0.085 0.513 
MAS    -12.253 -18.579, -5.928 -0.438 <0.001* 

Model 2       
Age 6.824 0.259 -0.320 -0.552, -0.088 -0.315 0.008* 
Sex     -1.872 -7.115, 3.371 -0.086 0.478 
BMI   -0.045 -0.696, 0.606 -0.014 0.891 
Post-stroke duration   -0.040 -0.100, 0.019 -0.157 0.180 
C2   0.155 -0.244 -1.057, 0.570 -0.078 0.551 
FMA   0.258 0.126, 0.390 0.480 <0.001* 

Model 3       
Age 5.579 0.259 -0.288 -0.529, -0.048 -0.283 0.020* 
Sex    -3.882 -9.102, 1.338 -0.179 0.142 
BMI   0.018 -0.660, 0.695 0.006 0.959 
Post-stroke duration   -0.054 -0.115, 0.006 -0.211 0.078 
C2   0.107 -0.257 -1.106, 0.591 -0.082 0.546 
MAL    2.321 0.835, 3.808 0.372 0.003* 

Model 4       
Age 11.693 0.259 -0.402 -0.610, -0.195 -0.396 <0.001* 
Sex    -1.625 -6.134, 2.883 -0.075 0.473 
BMI   -0.282 -0.861, 0.297 -0.091 0.333 
Post-stroke duration   -0.027 -0.079, 0.025 -0.105 0.299 
C2   0.289 -0.471 -1.193, 0.251 -0.150 0.197 
%ΔGrip strength   18.202 12.208, 24.196 0.663 <0.001* 

MAS, FMA, MAL, and percent side-to-side difference in grip strength were independently associated with percent 
side-to-side difference in mid-forearm aBMD after adjusting for relevant factors ((%∆ = percent side-to-side 
difference; B = Unstandardized regression coefficient; Beta = Standardized regression coefficient; 95%CI = 95% 
confidence interval; BMI = body mass index; MAS: Modified Ashworth Scale; MAL = Motor Activity log; FMA = 
Fugl-Meyer motor assessment; C1 =  large artery elasticity index; C2 = small artery elasticity index). 
*Statistically significant (p<0.05) 
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Appendix 19 
 
 
Multiple regression analyses for predicting percent side-to-side difference in areal bone 
mineral density (aBMD) of the 1/3 forearm 
 

Predictor F R2 change B 95% Beta P 
 
Model 1 

      

Age 3.714 0.241 -0.385 -0.721, -0.049 -0.291 0.025* 
Sex    -6.955 -14.048, 0.137 -0.246 0.054 
BMI   -0.262 -1.202, 0.678 -0.065 0.579 
Post-stroke duration   -0.056 -0.140, 0.028 -0.167 0.189 
C1  0.072 0.345 -0.338, 1.028 0.129 0.316 
C2    -0.431 -1.612, 0.749 -0.106 0.467 
MAS    -9.919 -18.891, -0.947 -0.273 0.031* 

Model 2       
Age 3.603 0.241 -0.390 -0.728, -0.052 -0.294 0.024* 
Sex    -4.989 -12.538, 2.561 -0.177 0.191 
BMI   -0.239 -1.183, 0.705 -0.059 0.614 
Post-stroke duration   -0.051 -0.138, 0.035 -0.153 0.241 
C1  0.066 0.416 -0.274, 1.106 0.155 0.232 
C2    -0.428 -1.615, 0.759 -0.105 0.473 
FMA   0.197 0.007,0.386 0.281 0.042* 

Model 3       
Age 2.859 0.241 -0.375 -0.724, -0.027 -0.283 0.035* 
Sex    -7.276 -14.700, 0.148 -0.258 0.055 
BMI   -0.181 -1.158, 0.795 -0.045 0.711 
Post-stroke duration   -0.080 -0.166, 0.006 -0.239 0.069 
C1  0.019 0.302 -0.416, 1.021 0.113 0.403 
C2    -0.325 -1.549, 0.899 -0.080 0.597 
MAL    0.024 -0.048, 0.095 0.087 0.510 

Model 4       
Age 4.927 0.241 -0.462 -0.787, -0.138 -0.349 0.006* 
Sex    -4.467 -11.461, 2.526 -0.158 0.206 
BMI   -0.445 -1.351, 0.461 -0.110 0.309 
Post-stroke duration   -0.036 -0.117, 0.046 -0.106 0.384 
C1  0.136 0.424 -0.228, 1.077 0.158 0.198 
C2    -0.638 -1.775, 0.499 -0.156 0.266 
%ΔGrip strength   15.498 6.238, 24.758 0.434 0.001* 

MAS, FMA, and percent side-to-side difference in grip strength were independently associated with percent side-to-
side difference in 1/3 forearm aBMD after adjusting for relevant factors ((%∆ = percent side-to-side difference; B = 
Unstandardized regression coefficient; Beta = Standardized regression coefficient; 95%CI = 95% confidence 
interval; BMI = body mass index; MAS: Modified Ashworth Scale; MAL = Motor Activity log; FMA = Fugl-Meyer 
motor assessment; C1 =  large artery elasticity index; C2 = small artery elasticity index). 
*Statistically significant (p<0.05) 
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Appendix 20 
 
 
Multiple regression analyses for predicting percent side-to-side difference in areal bone 
mineral density (aBMD) of the total forearm  
 

Predictors F R2 change B 95% Beta P 
 
Model 1 

      

Age 5.619 0.273 -0.285 -0.520, -0.049 -0.285 0.019* 
Sex    -4.548 -9.519, 0.423 -0.213 0.072 
BMI   -0.085 -0.745, 0.574 -0.028 0.796 
Post-stroke duration   -0.049 -0.108, 0.010 -0.193 0.102 
C1  0.135 0.069 -0.410, 0.548 0.034 0.774 
C2    -0.238 -1.066, 0.589 -0.077 0.566 
MAS    -11.281 -17.571, -4.992 -0.411 0.001* 

Model 2       
Age 6.272 0.273 -0.294 -0.524, -0.064 -0.294 0.013* 
Sex    -1.821 -6.967, 3.325 -0.085 0.481 
BMI   -0.066 -0.710, 0.577 -0.022 0.837 
Post-stroke duration   -0.037 -0.096, 0.022 -0.146 0.218 
C1  0.162 0.164 -0.307, 0.634 0.081 0.488 
C2    -0.261 -1.070, 0.548 -0.085 0.521 
FMA   0.260 0.131, 0.389 0.492 <0.001* 

Model 3       
Age 5.123 0.273 -0.284 -0.524, -0.044 -0.284 0.021* 
Sex    -4.066 -9.172, 1.040 -0.191 0.116 
BMI   0.050 -0.622, 0.721 0.016 0.883 
Post-stroke duration   -0.055 -0.114, 0.004 0.217 0.069 
C1  0.113 -0.065 -0.559, 0.430 -0.032 0.794 
C2    -0.199 -1.041, 0.642 -0.065 0.637 
MAL    0.079 0.030, 0.128 0.385 0.002* 

Model 4       
Age 11.337 0.273 -0.378 -0.579, -0.177 -0.378 <0.001* 
Sex    -1.533 -5.859, 2.792 -0.072 0.481 
BMI   -0.308 -0.868, 0.252 -0.101 0.276 
Post-stroke duration   -0.023 -0.073, 0.027 -0.090 0.367 
C1  0.309 0.164 -0.240, 0.568 0.081 0.419 
C2    -0.494 -1.197, 0.210 -0.160 0.165 
%ΔGrip strength   18.526 12.798, 24.254 0.687 <0.001* 

MAS, FMA, MAL, and percent side-to-side difference in grip strength were independently associated with percent 
side-to-side difference in total forearm aBMD after adjusting for relevant factors ((%∆ = percent side-to-side 
difference; B = Unstandardized regression coefficient; Beta = Standardized regression coefficient; 95%CI = 95% 
confidence interval; BMI = body mass index; MAS: Modified Ashworth Scale; MAL = Motor Activity log; FMA = 
Fugl-Meyer motor assessment; C1 =  large artery elasticity index; C2 = small artery elasticity index). 
*Statistically significant (p<0.05) 
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Appendix 21 
 
 
Multiple regression analyses for predicting percent side-to-side difference of compressive 
bone strength index (CBSI) at the radius epiphysis 
 

Predictor F R2 

change 
B 95% Beta P 

 
Model 1 

      

Age 3.960 0.247 -0.392 -1.085, 0.302 -0.142 0.263 
Sex    -7.900 -22.752, 6.952 -0.134 0.291 
BMI   0.636 -1.315, 2.587 0.075 0.516 
Post-stroke duration   -0.216 -0.390, -0.042 -0.309 0.016* 
C2  0.043 -0.011 -2.448, 2.426 -0.001 0.993 
MAS    -17.674 -36.558, 1.210 -0.233 0.066 

Model 2       
Age 5.635 0.247 -0.449 -1.104, 0.207 -0.162 0.176 
Sex    -0.984 -15.783, 13.814 -0.017 0.895 
BMI   0.678 -1.161, 2.516 0.080 0.463 
Post-stroke duration   -0.160 -0.328, 0.008 -0.229 0.061 
C2   0.121 -0.120 -2.415, 2.176 -0.014 0.917 
FMA    0.619 0.247, 0.992 0.423 0.002* 

Model 3       
Age 5.585 0.247 -0.374 -1.029, 0.281 -0.135 0.257 
Sex    -5.164 -19.354, 9.026 -0.088 0.469 
BMI   0.844 -0.998, 2.686 0.100 0.363 
Post-stroke duration   -0.177 -0.342, -0.013 -0.254 0.035* 
C2   0.119 -0.229 -2.536, 2.078 -0.027 0.843 
MAL   6.648 2.608, 0.688 0.391 0.002* 

Model 4       
Age 9.026 0.247 -0.653 -1.255, -0.051 -0.236 0.034* 
Sex    -0.191 -13.294, 12.913 -0.003 0.911 
BMI   0.094 -1.588, 1.776 0.011 0.911 
Post-stroke duration   -0.125 -0.275, 0.025 -0.179 0.102 
C2   0.236 -0.686 -2.785, 1.413 -0.080 0.516 
%ΔGrip strength   44.697 27.277, 62.117 0.599 <0.001* 

FMA, MAL, and percent side-to-side difference in grip strength were independently associated with percent side-to-
side difference in CBSI of the radius epiphysis after adjusting for relevant factors (B = Unstandardized regression 
coefficient; Beta = Standardized regression coefficient; 95%CI = 95% confidence interval; BMI = body mass index; 
MAS: Modified Ashworth Scale; MAL = Motor Activity log; FMA = Fugl-Meyer motor assessment; C1 =  large 
artery elasticity index; C2 = small artery elasticity index). 
*Statistically significant (p<0.05) 
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Appendix 22 
 
 
Multiple regression analyses for predicting percent side-to-side difference of polar stress-
strain index (p-SSI) at the radius diaphysis 
 

Predictor F R2 change B 95% Beta P 
 
Model 1 

      

Age 3.611 0.221 -0.191 -0.450, 0.069 -0.176 0.147 
Sex    -0.585 -6.494, 5.324 -0.025 0.844 
BMI   -0.071 -0.143, 0.000 -0.260 0.050 
Post-stroke duration   -0.074 -0.146, -0.001 -0.269 0.047* 
C1  0.051 0.496 -0.066, 1.057 0.226 0.082 
FMA   0.088 -0.069, 0.244 0.153 0.267 

Model 2       
Age 3.734 0.221 -0.190 -0.448, 0.069 -0.175 0.147 
Sex    -1.161 -6.657, 4.336 -0.050 0.674 
BMI   -0.312 -1.088, 0.464 -0.094 0.404 
Post-stroke duration   -0.073 -0.141, -0.004 -0.265 0.037* 
C1  0.058 0.400 -0.166, 0.967 0.182 0.163 
MAL    1.144 -0.560, 2.848 0.172 0.184 

Model 3       
Age 4.693 0.221 -0.222 -0.473, 0.029 -0.205 0.083 
Sex    -0.539 -5.027, 6.105 -0.023 0.847 
BMI   -0.507 -1.269, 0.254 -0.153 0.187 
Post-stroke duration   -0.053 -0.121, 0.015 -0.194 0.123 
C1  0.106 0.496 -0.043, 1.034 0.226 0.070 
%ΔGrip strength   9.459 1.783, 17.135 0.323 0.017* 

Percent side-to-side difference in grip strength was independently associated with percent side-to-side difference in 
p-SSI of the radius diaphysis after adjusting for relevant factors (B = Unstandardized regression coefficient; Beta = 
Standardized regression coefficient; 95%CI = 95% confidence interval; BMI = body mass index; MAS: Modified 
Ashworth Scale; MAL = Motor Activity log; FMA = Fugl-Meyer motor assessment; C1 =  large artery elasticity 
index; C2 = small artery elasticity index). 
*Statistically significant (p<0.05) 
 
 
 
 




